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VOLUME 20
'TWAS TO HAVE

Time Set For Taking Vote
in Senate Committee

hf
r

Rates.

OVER UNTIL

FRIDAY

Senator Tillman Asked it Because He is Threatened
With Pneumonia.
GAMBLING

BILL

RECOMMENDED

Washington. D. C Feb. lfi. The
on
Inters! ate
Committee
Commerce will hold an important
meeting today, which, in a way, will
decide the preliminary fate of the
railroad rate question. In accordance
with a previous agreement, the committee will, today, decide by vote
which one of the railroad bills Is to
be reported back to the senate, with
the sanction and approval of, the majority of the committee.
There are three measures which are
lefore the committee, between which
a choice is to be made, and so
certain is the situation, that even
now, only a few hours before the
meeting of the committee, it is impossible to forecast which one of the
three bills will be selected by the majority of the committee. The three
measures from which the selection is
to be made are the rolliver-Clap- p
bill, the Elklns bill and the Foraker
bill. The measure which receives the
largest number of votes will be
back to the senate as the majority measure. It is quite likely that
both the unsuccessful bills will be
brought before the senate as minority

Senate

reports.
The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce is composed of Senator Elkins, the chairman of the committee, and the following other

meni-1er- s:

Cullom, Aldrich, Kean, Dolll-ve- r,
Foraker, Clapp, Crane, Tillman,
s.
McLaurin, Carmack, Foster and
It will be seen that four of the
thirteen members of the committee
are specially interested in one of the
three bills, which leaves nine who are
not identified with any one of the
bills. II Is understood, however, that
most of them have decided preference
for either one of the bills, and will
vote accordingly.
u meir . numuer
were evenly divided between the
three bills, it would give the Dolliver-Clap- p
bill the advantage or one vote,
und it would be reported back as the
majority measure.
It is well understood, however, that
he fact that one of the bills will be
presented as the majority bill necessarily means that It will be approved
by the senate.
Later News Received.
It Is not certain, whether the railroad rate bill will be brought to a
vote in the senate committee on interstate commerce during the day according to the agreement reached
more than a fortnight ago, but prospects are believed to bo against it.
Goes Over to Friday.
All important amendments to the
railroad rate bill pending In the Interstate commerce committee will go
over until next Friday. Senator Tillman has sent a letter to the oomuiis-8io- n
saying that he is threatened with
pneumonia.
Membership Raised to Nine.
The senate committee on commerce
today by a vote of C to 5 agreed to
Ihe amendment Increasing the
of the interstate commerce
commission to nine members.
Cotton Is King Today.
"Gentlemen, cotton is king today.
Cotton statistics are now on trial."
With these words Chairman Wads-wortof the house committee on agriculture opened a general hearing on
crop statistics before his committee
today.
Governorship of Alaska.
Washington, Feb. 16. Tho president has offered the governorship of
Alaska to D. H. Jarvis, formerly of
the revenue cutter service, but now
engaged in business in Alaska.
New-land-
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BILL IS
FAVORABLY REPORTED.
Washington, Feb. 16. The senate
committee on territories today authorized a favorable report on t he bill prohibiting gambling in Alaska, Arizona,
New Mexico, Indian Territory
and
GAMBLING

Oklahoma.

OF INTEREST ONLY
TO NEW

(

MEXICANS.

Special to Tho CIMzen.
Washington, Feb. 16. Delegate Andrews has introduced several new bills
among which ore:
building for
A $J",uoo additional
he Indiau brliool at Santa l"e; giving court of claims jurisdiction to adjudicate ludian depredation claims;
to increase pension for May Lucero
formerly of Albuquerque, and for
Mathew H. Dellamy and John C. Patterson.
attending a sesAndrews ha.
sion of th committee on agriculture,
discussing Texas fever and other matters.
DELEGATES TO DISCUSS

DIVORCE LAWS.
Washington, p. C, Feb. 16. Dele-Katappointed by tilt? governors of
very state in 'he-- union met here
UNIFORM

to-ila-

at the request of Governor
of Pennsylvania, to discuss
the question of divorce laws and the
best methexl of bringing about uniformity in the diw.rce laws In all the
states. Governor Pennypacker has
always taken great interest in the
matter, and personally requested the
Sovernorn of the different states to
appoint delegates and send them to
At difin this city.
'his coiifi-rrneferent timeb in the past efforts have
been made to get the various states
'governments interested in the matter of uniformizing the divorce laws,
but nothing was ever accomplished.
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SHANGHAI

MINING MATTERS

Marvelous Expansion of Auto
mobile Factories in the
United States.

AT

Million

and One Half Dollars'
Worth.
New York. Feb. 16. Some highly
Interesting figures are contained in
the statistics just published concerning the marvelous growth and present
state of the automobile inliutry in
the United States. According to the
figures the number of automobile
manufactories in the United btates
reached 70, with an aggregate capital
of $21,313,oo0, and the number of ma
chines produced in these factories
last year was 29,5o0, valued at
which shows
An industry,
such a record five years after Hs establishment. Is surely one which Is
entitled to a leading place among the
industries of the country.
It is estimated that the number of
automobiles now in service In the
I'nited States, is more than 100,0o0,
and this figure is increasing with
enormous leaps every year. If they
were all lined up on a macadamized
road between New York City and
Buffalo, they would make a line,' estimating their average length at ten
feet, more than lfctf miles long. If
they were placed twenty feet apart,
to give them safety and steerage room
the line would reach from New York
City to Rochester. Piled on end, in
a perpendicular line, they would attain an altitude 76 times higher than
that of Pike's Peak, and there would
be enough automobiles towering In
the air to bury the great mountain
and its supposed heart of gold. The
average reight of an automobile is
about 2,oim iHiunds. With this estimate as a basis, t ho automobiles in
use in the United States, would roach
the enormous weight of 200,000,000
pounds, a figure which can scarcely
be realized by the human intellect.
One of the most magnificent features of the industry is thtj fact that
already the exiwrt branch of this American automobile Industry has attained a very important posltiou.
From figures furnished by the Treasury Department in Washington, machines to the value of $2.3t;.ti21 were
during the first ten
Kent abroad
months of 19'T). Of these the largest
portion went to Great Britain, which
is the best foreign customer.
British
North America came next, and Fiance
third in line, according to the value
of the machines sold.
The records
show un increase of $792,744 over
that of the same ten months in 1W4.
and $l,0f7,t;t;i over the exports of 19o3
for the corresponding period. Ihiring
the eVven months ending with November. 19oj, the aggregate appraised
alue of horseless carriages imported
into the United States wa $3,800,000,
so that the difference between our
sales and our purchases abroad is not
so very great, nfte-- r all.
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DISCIPLINED SOLDIERS OF CHINA'S ARMY.
AN OFFICER. STANDARD BEARER AND OFFICERS. ARTILLERYMEN.
Japanese forces ngainst the Russians
before them, laws for the reorganization of the army have been passed and
competent officers have been secured
to drill the soldiers.
The recent law provide for thirty-sidivisions of the whole army, to be
formed as they shall be required, but

with the idea that in 1922 China shall
have an army of 500,000 men, capable
of Immediate mobilization. Tho cost
or maintaining this force is estimated
at $40,000,000 annually.
. A,t present,
the provinces cf Chi LI,
Ho Nan, Chan Tung and Shan SI have
been reorganized on this new footing.

MEXICAN MINING

SOME GRAFTERS
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DEAL COMPLETED

OF VARIOUS KINDS

Begins Ardu- Big English and American Shame of Country That Packous Task of Formulating
Corporation Buys Famous
's
ers Were Shown
Miners' Demands.
Silver Mines.
Report.

Sub-Committ- ee

Gar-Field-

TO

CITY OF MEXICO McCALL REPORTED

BETTER

President Patrick Dolan Declared Spanish First Worked Them One Depositors to be Paid But StockDeposed by Pittsbutg Miners'
ld
Hundred Years
holders Lose All They
Ago-So-

Convention.

For $5,000,000.

Put In.

New York, Feb. 16. The anthracite
New York, Feb. 16. Tho details of
miners'
of seven, ap- one of the biggest deals In Mexican
pointed at yestreday's conference be- mining property ever reported in this
tween the coal operators and the country, has Just been given out by
special scale committee of the union, Frederick W. Daker, the president of
t.day began the work of formulating the Ventura Corporation. Limited, of
tlie propositions whch have aireany London and this city. The company
,
t
.1
j..... purejiuiacu .v...
been presented in a general form to ' Klias jubi
nil' iveral UUl
silver mines at Pachuca, Mexthe employers. The task is an ardu- Monte
ico, sixty-tw- o
miles east of Mexico
ous one, and it will probably be at City. The property
consists of over
least a week before tho Committee 6,000 acres, and includes 170 different
will have Its report In shape for sub- mines. Mr. linker says that
this Is
mission to the
of seven tho most important group of mines
appointed by the operators. In the which has ever gone out of the hands
meantime, there is likely to be no de- of the Mexicans into the control of
velopment In the situation, as the op- Americans and Englishmen.
erators will not be able to make any
The mines were purchased from the.
move until they learn specifically what Cuevas family, which bus controlled
the mine workers will demand.
them for generations.
The purchase
price was $5,000,000, and, in view of
RESOLUTION DECLARING
the fact that for the hist four years,
OFFICE VACANT, PASSED. the production of silver has been over
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 16. The dele- $4,000,000 a year. In Mexican money,
gates attending the Pittsburg miners' the deal looks like a b.ugain for the
convention unanimously adopted a res. purchasers. The mints were first
olution at noon today declaring the worked In 152o, when the Spaniards
offices of president, and vice president conquered Mexico, and have been opof the Pittsburg district f miners, va- erated at intervals eve r since.
The purchase rs will c totalize tho
cant. President Dolan presided at today's session and refused to enter- property ut $r,()O0,0uo, and expend uptain the resolution, but it was passed ward of $l,r0o,000 in ins! rtiling new
machinery and generally modernizing
over his head.
the plants. The former owners worked the mines with machinery and
PLEAD INSANITY BUT
methods of 2u0 years ;io, yet reaped
a handsome profit ev-ryear. The
COULDN'T MAKE GOOD mines are among the oldest in Mex.

I

ico.

The Ventura Corporation, Limited,
attained promii; nee through floating
the Dolores Copper min'
which are,
at present, paying large dividends. It
has offices in London an in this city.

Chicago, Feb. 16. Robert Nettconib,
colored, was executed in tin e unty
jail today. His neck was broken by
the fall from the scatTolJ and death
was Instantaneous.
Newcomb was
hanged for the murder of Police Ser- BIG TRUST FORMED OF
geant John 1. Shine, but he had killed
CORN PRODUCTS REFINERS.
two other people before shifting the
Jersey City, N. J., Feb. 10 A meetofficer,
ing or the stockholders of the recently
John Mueller, who had also mur- Incorporated Corn Products Keflning
was
hanged.
persons,
Just company has been called for the purdered three
as Newcomb was hanged a message pose of voting on a pr.ipostiuon to
governor
dewas received from the
Increase the capitalization of the
clining to interfere in Mueller's be- company from $;jo.inMi.
the present
half, and preparations were at once amount, to Jso.uoo.Oimi. The reorganmade to hang him. His attorneys had ization of the companv is practically
made un effort to save him by a stay the lormation of a bin trust, which
of execution until he could be exam- will control the Com products comined by an alii'lilst, but failed to get pany, the New York (Jiucose cotn-panthe ludite to eratit the nay. One
the Warner (iinco-- company,
Judge, w hile he declined to Issue the and also a starch cono n.
curiou, request
order f:r a stayof
ed tae sheriff to postpone the execu PAT CROWE ACQUITTED
OF KIDNAPPING CUDAHY.
tion until an examination cuiiij be
and
made. This delay was grati't-dOmaua. Neb- - Keh 1r Pat frn-- a
In ,wiis acquitted
an eytpert examine I the .risoue-on the
this... afieruoon
.....
Uis cell.
.
He deelan d tint lie was ehara
. ...
,.t
HiUu and the execution followed.
Uumha and Kansas City packer.
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HUNDRED THOUSAND F0K US NOTHING DOING THIi WEEK NEAR
While Have Exported Two

AMERICANS GERMANY IS RECALCITRANT

Washington. Fb. tr, Veortv anna
Americans, men, women' and children,
are in the peril of denth at tho hands
of Chinese mobs In the threatened
Hoxer UDrislne.
To rpsnio as nmnv
of these as possible from danger and
iane drastic action in every case
where an American is molested Id the
purpose of the Dresldent. through tho
stale, navy and war deprtments.
Activities in this direction have
been Koine on for
Uut trrnnt
secrecy necessarily prevails.
Aside
from the known fact that the' Philippine force has already been greatly
augmented and th, Asiatic fw in.
creased, the Btate department is keep
ing us program secret.
Of th- - total number of Americana
now in China It la oaHmntari thnt nn
less than 1,400 are eugaged In Christian mission work.
Three thousand
are engaged in commercial pursuits.
ana tne rest nave heretofore been employed by Chinese merchants
and
manufacturers. These Inst hnve tun
nnrt
driven from their (tmnlnvmuni
the merchants are suffering from the
ooycott.
Nearly all tho
nontl- nient Is said to be nalnnt the Amur.
leans. Therefore If Fekln la taken
again as it was in 1900, the feat is
likely to be accomplished by Americans alone. That all preparations are
being made on a scale commensurate
with this task Is Indicated by the unprecedented activitv at th
vnrtnim
army posts and munition factories.
STORY SEEMS NOT TO BE
CREDITED AT SHANGHAI.
Washington. Veh lfi. Tho otiii,
partment has received a cablegram
from Shanghai, China, stating that
conditions in that cltv ara nnl anh
as to cause any alarm. Although the
noycou, nss .not diminished, It is re- -,
ported that no treat tur 1st tntnrtln
1 of an outbreak.
.M
TROOPS SENT' RECENTLY TO '
PHILIPPINES AT MANILA.
Washington. D. O.. Feb. IB a i
part of the troona which recent iv
sailed from New York and San Francisco, will be quartered In a large
camp near Manila.
The principal
camp will be under the command of
Brigadier General J. M. Lee, who has
been relieved, at lila nun ronnpst
from duty in the com maud of the De
partment or lexas, lor duty in the
Philippines, where he will aervo until
his retirement in January of next
year. General Lee is a member of the
famous Fighting Ninth Infantry, and
one of the important official papers,
wuicn nave never been published, la
that officer's defense of the regiment
against the criticism of Its work in
China and elsewhere.
It was expected that General Lee would succeed W. H. Carter in command of the
Department of the Vlsayas, but some
other officer evidently will be detailed for the duty.
There is still
much speculation as to the employment of these troops, which will he,
for the present, under the command
of General Lee. The only statement
which has been officially made Ib that
the troops were sent to the Philippines at the urgent advice of General
Leonard Wood.
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THOUSAND

Dwelling Now in China Are Countess Castellane is Moving
Declared to be in ImPromptiy in Her Di- -'
minent Danger.
vorce Matter.

pre-emp-

EUROPE

Representatives.

Government.

Washington, D. C., Feb. 16. While .the German Influence has been
until It amounts to an exclthe government, is rushing preparamonopoly of that part l the em-- l
tions for war with China, that whien usive
pi re.
renders the situation the more Berlous i It is the belief in dtnlnmaHn cir
is the suspicion which has grown to a cles that Emperor William is moving
well founded belief that foreign in- for a partition of the Chinese empire,
confident that the only alternative is
fluence and that, chiefly Japanese
the complete absorption of China by
is largely responsible for the growing Japan, with
the other powers left to
hostility of the Chinese to Americans. take the crumbs of commerce which
At the close of the war wfm Rus- may fall from the mikado's table.
France has interests also In the orisia the Japanese government took
ptvmpt steps to make sure of the ent, but with tho present strained relations with Germany,
nation
spoils of war. Not the least of these cannot be a great factor this
In the game
was China commercial China. It is which is going on in the Far East.
said that no less than 10,(100 Japanese Italy and Spain are willing to abide
agents, mostly of the student class, the course to be determined on by the
United States.
vere sent to the trade centers and
Great Britain Is lxiund by the new
even to the interior cities and towns treaty of alliance with Japan to act
t
of China, to
the Japanese with the Jaianese In any trouble
trade. Through t'iiese and other agen- which may come. The chief Importcies the Japanese government
took ance of the alliance is the effect it has
pains to spread tihe gospel icf "China In depriving the United States of its
strongest friend In any trouble In
lor the Chinese."
The United States, by reason of Its which Japan might be Involved.
great advantages of geographic locaSo, strange as It may .appear, about
tion, was feared by Japan as the great- the closest ally to whom tho United
est rival for the new Chinese market. States might turn In the event of any
To head off the Americans was the trouble in the orient, will be Russia,
first step, and the characteristically defeated and rent with internal disoriental method employed was to play sensions. Russia Is fully apprised of
on the native prejudices of the peo- the purposes of Japan In China, a.nd
ple of China.
It naturally averse to seeing them carThe similarity of language and race, ried out.
and their familiarity with Chinese cusHong Kong, Feb. 1C. Since the
toms and 'habits of thought, made this
an easy task to the Japanese.
events of 1900, when the Chinese army
The influence of Japan at the court consisted of. a mass of unskilled,
fanatics,
of Peking is paramount.
Previous to
with a worthless
the war. It had been Hussia. Since equipment, long needed reforms have
the treaty of Portsmouth, the empress Wen Introduced. China at present,
has been little more than the tool of possesses the makings of a real army,
the mikado. Thus the failure ot the organized and drilled on the model of
Chinese government to suppress the the Japanese forces.
boycott is charged diThe international leaders during the
Boxer troubles found the Chinese inrectly to he unfriendliness of Japan.
Wiiich adds a serious complication ferior in every way to the armies put
In the field against them. In addition
to the situation.
The commercial hostility of Japan to .their lack of skill and poor equipIs accentuated by the attitude of Ger- ment, they were found to possess no
many. The emperor has been pursu- Idea of the meaning of war. They
ing a very aggressive 'policy In the even held a belief that any attacks of
orient, and has far
the the "foreign pigs" who fought against
provisions of the agreement reached them could not result In disaster.
Since that time, however, and with
by. the powers after the Boxer uprisings. In the great Shen Tung province tho example of the success of the

INVADING

LAID TO REST

Serious View is Said to Sorrowful Cortege of Roybe Held by Washington
alties and Foreign
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Fight Them, Too?

ANOTHER INDUSTRY

DANISH KING

FAR OFF CHINA

CHINA'S MODERN ARMY

Hostility of the Brown Men to America the Cause

NUMBER 90
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IT WAS JAPAN THAT ROUSED CHINESE AGAINST US

BEEN ON TODAY

on

MUD AY EVENING, FKHKUAKV

NEW MEXICO,

Chicago, Feb., 16. Arthur Meeker, general superintendent for Armour
& Co., testified In the packers' case
today. He declared that Special Agent
Durand had given his men instructions
to show Meeker all tables of statistics
before they were taken from the Armour office. "As far as i know that
:is faithfully carried out," said the
witness. He also declared that Commissioner Garfield had told him that
before the report was published he
would pernlit the packers to look over
It and se cwhether anything It con;.s injurious to the packers.
tained
"He nssured us of his good faith,"
said the witness '.'and explained that
th; Martin resolution called for results and that was all he would publish."

HIGH NOON TOMORROW
ALICE GETS MARRIED
Washington. D. C, Feb. 16. At noon
tomorrow Miss Alice Roosevelt and
Representative Nicholas Ijongworth.
of Ohio, will lie married. The ceremony will take place In the east room
of the White House, Rev. Bishop
officiating. The decorations
will be the most elaborate that the
famous cast room has ever seen. The
work of preparing the room for the
occasion i well under way. The
giK'sts will number 1,000.000. Immediately after the reception, a buffet
breakfast will be served In tne state
dining room. Photographers and special newspaper writers from all over
the country have been arriving
in
Washingt. ii. Some have even come
from Europe. However, only a limited number of writers fer the press
have been invited. The executive offices will be closed all day tomorrow.
Sat-terle-

McCALL'S

CONDITION

SLIGHTLY IMPROVED.
N. J., Feb. Hi
A slight
in the condition of John
A. .MeCall. former president of the
New York Life Insurance company,
was reported today.
IS

Lakewood,
Improvement

DEPOSITORS TO BE PAID
STOCKHOLDERS
LOSE ALL.
Chicago. Feb. li. Receiver Healy
of the Hank of America, whosf tailure
was announced yesterday afternoon,

Issmd notice this afternoon saying
the savings accounts wi! be paid in
lull on Monday and that the commercial depositors wlil receive forty per
cent of their money within a few
days and the balance in a short time
thereafter. The receiver declared,
after looking over the books today,
that unile the depositors wlil be paid
in full, the stockholders will lose every cent they have put in th bauk.
The cau.e of the failure is said to
have been injudicious loans.
POWDER FACTORY
CLOSED AT NEWPORT.
Newpurt, H. I.. Feb. 16. The navy
powder factory l(icate,l in this vicinity
iudef vilely. It
will shortly be
la a Id.nei
enn.i. ui
capiu-ityand the other
proiiuelua
source:) of Mippiy, governmental and
us tfum-cieby fin, tract, are
of the
f"r meeting the
l.
llcaide., the
navy in tiii.-- .
co.-,- ;
of prodMCion of the binall amount
of gun pow.lci' male at the Newport
plant U ureater than It should be,
accord !ng to the recent calculations
made by th" Huard of Ordnance. The
machinery will U- kept in good condition, so as to be re.iJy for use at
time, should it be necessary to
havt; un aJdi'.'.ona! source of supply.
NAVY
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LARGEST COTTON POOL IS
FORMED IN THIS COUNTRY.
Ne w York. Fell. 16. Tho recent rumor of the formation of a cotton pool,
the object of which is to buy up
400,(100 bales of cotton of the- - last crop
Is now definitely
confirmed. The
syndicate, which has contributed a
:!,im)ii,imiii
to
fund of more than
finance the pool, is headed by Kdward
H. Thomas, a young New York broker,
largely interested in th Consolidated
National Iiank and the Mechanics'
and Traders' Itank. He will be the
manager of the cotton underwriting
syndicate. With him will
a number of prominent men of
finance, among them Joseph H. Iload-lewho succeeded to the position vacated by Daniel J. Sully, when failure
overlook that famous cotton market
operator. It is understood, also, that
the Southern Cotton Growers' Association will
with the new
syndicate. The object of the pool U
said to b' not to influence the b pee illative cotton market, but to help the
southern cotton dealers to obtain 13
cents a pound for their unsold cotton.
The pool is the largest cotton pool
ever formed la this country.
y,

DECREE IMMEDIATELY

Copenhagen, Feb. 16. The bodr cf
King Christian was removed from
Chrlstianborg church here today to
the cathedral at Rosklld, where H will
be burled Sunday among the totnfos
of the Danish kings, who for a thous
and years have found their last resting place in the ancient capital of th
kingdom. '
The whole capital is given over to
mourning. Business la at a standstill, while emblems of sorrow ara
displayed everywhere. Shortly before
noon, the kings of Denmark, Greece.
and Norway, Queen Alexandra, th
dowager empress of Russia, other roy
al relatives, and the representative
of foreign sovereigns reached the
Chrlstianborg church where a brlct
service was held, at the conclusion, of
which a simple funeral cortege waa
formed and passed slowly to the railroad station. This Is the first time
in the history of Denmnrk that a king
was transferred by railroad to th
burial place. At the time of the death.
of Christian's predecessor, Frederick
VII, in 18G3, the use of a railroad fur
conveying a king's body was not con
'
sidered sufficiently dignified.
GERMANY

8TILL STANDS
AGAINST FRENCH WISHES.
Algeclras, Feb. 16. German dele
gates to the Moroccan conference say
mat tney are now awaitlnsr the renlr
of the French to their proposals which
contemplate a amall commission to
have the direction of the Moroccan
police.
COUNTESS ANNA MEANS
BUSINESS STRICTLY.
Paris. Feb. 16 An ,,nrirnt, mrrtt
Was tOdav server!

(in

Vlunt Knnt

4n

Castellane, making him the defendant
iu mo separation proceedings lnsti- dy ma. wire, formerly
Anna
Gould. This decisive step wa take
after --rone. WMii ftffnrt a m
oof a ma
'conciliation had proved fruitless. Tha
count accepted service of the writ.
'A" bin Of comnlnlnt wan fltn.I
same time. It follows closely the
prima facie of the countess showing
when she first asked the court's permission to take action against - her
husband. It is stated with absolute
posit Iveness that the countess has formally Inaugurated her action and it la
her intention to secure a decree at
the earliest date possible. The count
will not contest the granting of a decree.

iuu

iu

VICTOR COAL COMPANY
ON THE QUI VIVE
CHIEF OFFICIALS OF CORPORA.
TION IN SECRET CONFERENCE
AT THE ALVARADO.
The mysterious
presence in the
city of several officers of the Victor
Fuel company, and the mysterious
manner In which they have been holding secret consultations with their attorney, H. M. Dougherty, of Socorro.
W. H. Hahn, local agent for the company and Joe E. Sheridan, territorial
coal mine Inspector, has caused some
speculation, if not anxiety,' among
local users of coal.
In the party are George W. Dowen,
president, and W. W. Murray, superintendent, loth of Denver, and C. P.
Heaton, California manager for the
company. Each of them is
as to their mission In New
Mexico.
They say that It is nothing-oimportance, but. the grave and secret manner in which they have been
holding consultations with each other
leads to the belief that there is a
"hen on," and that the meeting ban
something to do with the fuel supply
of the city. It is known that the party
spent yesterday at Madrid, where tha
company's mines were recently closed
down, cutting eff to a large extent,
the source of supply of the Cerrillo
yards and yards in other cities of tha
territory, where Madrid coal was biting used.
The closing down of the Madrid
mines has put the Victor company In
Hie hole on filling their contracts in
New Mexico, as the haul from their
Colorado mines to New Mexico Is too
great for large profits in compctltiou
wit a coal from the Gallup district, but
it Is not under operation.
The oiien-lncf the property, however, may be
tho subject of this gathering, or It
may be the opening up of the San
Antonio mines, where the Victor company has other coal property that is
not In operation.
The strike which is to take effect
on April 1. is not likely to be the
subject under discussl.-nus all coal
mines of the territory are worked by
non union lu)or.
f

g

,

CARD OF THANKS.
We. the undersigned, wife and family of the late James A. Summer,

take this means of thanking the many
friends who insisted us and extended
ub their sympathy in our dark hour
of misery, and especially do we thank
the melnU'rs of the Slisonic lodge,
wnose klud and sympathetic assistance exteude-- us, we do sincerely appreciate,
MRS. J. A. SCMMERS AND ' FAMILY.

Lead and Copper.
New York, Feb. 10. Ivead and
per, quiet and unchauged.

cop-
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TCRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!

Day by Carrier,

M

too

notlfytna?

TO EXCHANGE

SECURE A GOOD POSITION

Montezuma Ttvst Co.

f"

tj
:

AXBUQUERQUE,

NET

Capital and Surplus

have some ranches
T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
AGENTS WANTED.
AGENTS make $(J daily, selling the
cheapest and most perfect water
filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.

r
H
at

MEXICO

$100,000

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Broker
17 Chemical BtilMlog, St, Louis
trVANTE

ua

of the paper.
aVIl letting and remittmncee should be addreeeed to
Tub Cm ken Pirlishino Comtant. Draft.
rHarka, poetnAice and enpreee money orders
mat ba mada payable to tha order of th
oompany.

WANTED Voting man, raised on
farm, would like work on a ranch.
Address, S. M., Citizen.
WANTED Highest cas:i price paid
for second-hanhousehold goods. M.
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo,
'phone. Red 131.
FOR KENT

oust TiilPnONiK
Colorado IS
Automatic 183

MORE COMPANIES

Money

Co

FORRE'rRooni8 tor "homEee

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Loan

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods reOn

4

Interest Allowed? on Savings Deposits

I

to traae lor city property.

OpporhmltlMi paying: titxer
by wrltin
us
Execu$ s.ooo a year arm mtn fnr capabla halesmen.
tive, CUrlval and Technical men. One of tni ta,ono
amployera
hura we eerva wants men of buatneaa-rettin- ff
ability saleamen, manarera of aaleamen and
office aaaistanta who understand ealeamanahip to fi.l
Kacellent opportanity fnr
permanent aaiaried poaitlnna.
advanccfnent. Write us y
sutinr poattioa desired.

IdTertlslpg Bates Made Known on Application
on any

i

V

S6.n0

Tn EvmMiNO Cmrrw will be deliTered m the
My at tha low rata of SEO centa per weak, or tor 60
janta par month, whwi paid monthly.
ammeduately

gl"y

16, 1906V

f

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisK you
with names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity'

60c per month

ulaauitlia wilt ranfer a faeor by

wbo f honld he forklng for yout
ft
lend you money?
wh would
wna weulJ like to buy your horse?
who would buy an Interest la your business?
who would buy that lot of Tound?
who would buy your old tlcycleT

FEBRUARY

BANK INSTITUTIONS

CA

aaaatUrtai' Prati Aftrraoon Dltnitchw.
Largest City ind County Circulation.
T
Urmt New Mexico CireulnHo.
la'rwl Hnrthern Arirma C'fuUt'o.

Petit tr mail, en year In asWanca.
laeilT br mail. per month.
aaajy by mail, on year

FRIDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

at Prarorflea for tranamtaaim; through Ua
anaila aa aaeeeid claaa matter.

U Nl

CITIZEN

EVENING

Extenda to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

and Solicits New
light
FOR
RENT Rooms for
necessary to send troops into China,
When war broke out. with Spain,
524 South Second street.
the invading army from the United Wood, aided by Theodore Roosevelt,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
States would lie commanded by Oen. organized the fumous rough riders and FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Wood, the dashing commanwas made its colonel. His record was
with steam heat. Grant building,
80LOMON LUNA, President.
And Filed Proper Papers to Leonard
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
Mi Railroad
avenue. Inqulro
der of the army in the Philippines. recognized by promotion to brigadier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
room B.
general of volunteers, commanding the
Gen. Wood Is not a West Point gradat
Do Business in This
Solomon Luna
A.. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
uate. His military training was se- second army corps in the Cuban cam- FOR RENT The nine-rooEncE
0. E. Cromwell
cured through fighting Indians on paign.. Roosevelt, .succeeded him as
house, with bath and laundry, at 211
Territory.
western plains and in the American colonel.
North Fifth street. Maynard Gun- DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.
Oen. Wood commanded his brigade
'
invasion of Cuba. He was educated
sul.
THIS 13 THE NEXT.
as a physician and entered the army at the battles of Las Animas and San FOR RENT Three, four and
Juan. When Santiago surrendered he
HENCE MORE MONEY IN TREASURY in ISM! as a contract surgeon.
houses; one furnished. W. H.
In the lattlcs with the Apaches he was appointed military governor of
McMlllion, real estate dealer, 211 One four-rooframe house, modern.
performed distinguished services and that city, iater he was assigned to
West Gold avenue.
One five-roobrick on South Edith
ascaptain
of
promoted
department
was
and
be
of
the
to
command
the
,
The following articles of Ineorpora
street, both for
furnished
surgeon.
Santiago and also civil governor of FOR RENT Tnree-roomlion have been filed In the office of sistant
tent and other rooms after the 16th,
campaign
Santiago.
Dec.
On
During
he
Geronlmo
provinces
of
the
the
$3 600 00
Territorial Secretary JW. Raynolds acquitted himself so favorably that he 20, 1899, he was appointed military
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
In tae capitol building:
524
B.
K.
Norris,
St.
John street.
was commended and awarded a medal governor of Cuba and governed the
AZBUQUHRQU, N. U.
Rented all the time
The Tao Valley Telephone Company, for bravery. After the Indian upris- Island until he turned it over to PresFOR 8ALE
for $20 each. A 12
The Incorporators, together 'with ing he practiced medicine in Arizona ident Pulma.
FOR SALE One black saddle pony.
per cent investment.
taeir addresses and the number of
ORtoara a4 Dtrectotm.
Call at 115 South Arno street.
by
are:
each,
Peter
chares subscribed
. w AwrT.ra
JOBPtTA.
pony.
Mrs.
saddle
Fine
FOR
SALE
a
vwaw
40
JH. Dolan, Ta:s,
shares; Jose
PORTERFIELD CO.,
m. w. nURNOi
E. S. Splndler, 418 North Second
T
ltoeart
A BABY
Taos, 40 shares; Juan A. Vljil,
Gotd
Avenue.
110
West
Office,
FRANK
McKEE
street.
........
Bm
CaaWar
Talpa, 40 snares; SUvano Lucero, ArR.
A.
FROST
........ Aaaiataat Casfetar
FOR SALE All lota in Coronada
royo Hondo, 40 shares. The capital
H.
T.
RATNOLD8
Dtraaaw
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Notarial
work and conveyancing.
divided Into 500
Btock Is 15,000,
Broadway.
shares of the par value of $10 each.
V. B. DKPOSTTORT.
'
SELL, KENT OR TRADE iisi your
The time of the existence of tiie comCARDS
PROFESSIONAL
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
pany Is fifty years. The principal of
South Broadway.
Authorised Capital
fice is located at Ta:s, Taos county,
DENTISTS.
FOR SALE Furniture and musical
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$25a,00jM
and the agent In charge is S. Locke.
instruments; must, be sold at once.
a
The objects for which this corporation
KRAFT,
E.
J.
DR.
nt.
Call
lin Hnzeldine avenue.
Depoaltory for Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Ooaapaaz
Is' formed are: To build, construct,
Dental Surgeon.
repair, purchase, lease, or otherwise
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi15 and 10, Grant block, over
Rooms
ness for city property. T. L. Mc- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
acquire and own, maintain and operSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
ate a telephone system in the town of
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Taos, in the county of Taos, and in the
FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon mail.
territory of Ne wMexico, for the pur-ios-e
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, S05
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
ot supplying the inhabitants
East Grand ave. Colorado phone t2,
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
Office X O. N. MARRON, President.
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
system,
rings.
and
telephone
throe
a
thereof with
8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
hours,
necessary
build
to erect and maintain
FOR SALE Indian trading post; p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
ings, poles, lines, wires, fixtures and
good location and a paying business. iwintmcnts made by mall.
every
nec
apparatus of
kind and sort
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
essary thereto, and to acquire and
way.
LAWYERS.
prop
own real estate and personal
FOR SALE Suddlo pony; also secS. Rodey.
Bernard:
erty, rights, privileges and franchises,
ond hand harness and saddle. W.
Albuquerue
ATTORN
for the purpose of this corporation;
H. McMlllion, real estate dealer, 211 N. M. Prompt attention given to all
and to issue in payment for any prop
ol
New Mexico
West Gold avenue.
business pertaining to the profession
erty rights, privileges, franchises, la'
& Will practice in all courts of the terriCheap,
SALE
Fairbanks
FOR
oor or services, purchased, leased,
power gasoline en- tory and before the United State
Morse
Capital
employed
otherwise acquired by the
$100,000.00
t
for
small pumping land office.
gine,
suitable
eompany.y fully paid and
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
Surplus
15,000.00
and
Undivided
Profits
Ira M. Bond.
tile stock.
.
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
The Raton Supply Company.
Ad1016 West Railroad avenue.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
The names of the incorporators, to
dress. Darby A. Day, El Paso, Tex. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
gether with the number of shares sub
The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon 0
A good letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR SALE, OR TRADE
scribed by each are: W. P. Ruffner,
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
W, D. Bryan.
R.
7 shares; H. H. Butler, 6 shares
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWCharles Austen, 3 shares; Fred Owen,
ment. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.
v
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise que, N. M. Office, First National
2 shares; John Jelfa, 1 share; P., H
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Bank building.
Smith, 1 share; Charles De Poresta, 1
South Broadway
share; Thomas McBride, 1 share and
OO C3OCZ00CJXXCCKCX
E. W. Dobson.
FOR SALJ3 A hanusome Hardman
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
Thomas Owen, 1 share. The amount
piano,
fine
and
almost
condition
in
M.
cororaN.
capital
stock of tnis
of the
well block, Albuquerque,
photograph of the esophagus of the London hospital, alter a difficult
new, at a bargain.
For particulion is 110,000, divided into 100 ol the a This
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1871 (J
ARCHITECTS.
little child is probably one of the and dangerous operation. She Is getlars, call at this office.
par value of 1100 each. The time of
V. O. Walling
and
Spencer
most
remarkable
published.
ting
ever
The
F.
W.
well,
photothanks
to
the
their
Ten
fifty
Is
lots
for
half
FOR
SALE
corporation
existence of the
building
L.
size of the t. y swallowed by the graph and skillful surgeons,
l ne
value, if sold at once. Also, two ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett'phones.
years. The principal office is located exact
N. M. Both
is
givtn
on
child
Albuquerque,
left.
the
child
had
toy
the
swallowed
cottages
at
while
R.
SHic,
H.
company
to
rent.
of said
at the store building
The toy bicycle shown In the photo-grap'- lying on lur back, and was near to
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Emmons Furniture Company's store.
4n Raten, Colfax county, and the agent
was recently takeu from a
tieath from strangulation, when the FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you
in charge is H. H. Butler. The objects
girl in the Beatrice ward of
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
was called into use.
I have some
in mines?
of this coriwration are to buy, own
W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Office
with
said to be good deals. Talk with
handle and deal in merchandise, and
avenue.
Gold
ma T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadto sell the same, either on commis
way.
ADDING NEW AND
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
alon or otherwise; to buy, own, sell, TOWN OF BELEN
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
lease, or mortgage such real property
rancn
$25,000
SALE
a
Foil
at
A. L. Morgan.
GROWING RAPIDLY
INTERESTING RELICS
In the Southwest.
will take small property In
or any Interest therein, as may be de
CONTRACINDEPENDENT
THE
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
sirable for carrying cn such tusluess
are
Estimates
BUILDER
AND
TOR
talk with . F. L. McSpadden, 303 cheerfully furnished; job work solicand to do all other things that may AN ENTHUSIASTIC CORRESPOND- TO THE COLLECTION
OF THE
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toe necessary or incidental to carrying
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL SOSouth Broadway.
ENT WRITES' HIS
OBSERVAited. Automatic phone, 724; 6hop at
CIETY
AT
on a general merchandise business in
CITY.
CAPITAL
good
general merchan
FOR SALE A
911 North Second street, Albuquer
TIONS IN SMALL PARAGRAPHS.
ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
the said city of Raton, or elsewhere
RAILROAD AVENUE
dise and grocery business, with meat que, N. M.
0
The New Mexico Historical society
In the territory of New Mexico, or the Special
included,
buildings
for
and
market
Correspondence.
has just obtained a curious copper
PHYSICIANS.
Inquire, M. Dragole, 3U0
rent.
other states and territories of the
Belen, N. M., Feb. 15. There Is no cress, of Indian manufacture, about
United States.
North Broadway.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
inches long by two inches across FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
The Carlsbad Hardware Company. d:ubt but what the construction of the three
Physician and Surgeon
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eating
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dated
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Electrical
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day
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owner
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each
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micide. 'Treatments
side- and
Catalogue
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
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pany is 50 years. The principal office tracks built at once.
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Subscribe for The Citizen and get
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United
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Never Gripe or Sicken.
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cleanse and strengthen the stomach
Don't Deceive Yourself.
.T.
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T. L. McSpadden, 300 South'
Ir
J. R. Farwell.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and I
ai.uo. ur a iKiiiit. f j 'o.
by all druggists.
p. ni.
isroadway.
j Room 23, N. T, Armljo Building.
si
Ciiulac at 1.1
ing.

If the "yellow peril" should make it and at the Presidio.

ARE INCORPORATED

main in your possession. Our rated
are reasonable. Call and see ua before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Aie.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

524 West Railroad avenue.
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FAOK THftEE.

LINCOLN AND FLAG
DAY IN

CITY SCHOOLS

HOW POOR MEN WORKING FOR WAGES CAN
RICH AND RICH MEN
BECOME RICHER

Superintendent
Clark Submits a Communication
on Way Observed.
EXERCISES

WERE

Only Four Lots Left in the Mew

BE-COM- E

Grant Tract

INTERESTING

LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION HIGHLANDS AT PRES-ENPRICES OF FROM $100 TO $150 ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN; ONLY
$10
DOWN, BALANCE $4 PER MONTH, AND IN A FEW YEARS YOUR MONEY WILL RUN
INTO FOUR FIGURES.

BUY A FEW

To T.ie Evening Citizen.
In view of the comments that have
been made by theme who were not at
all Informed concerning the observance of Lincoln's birthday, and of
Flas day In our public schools. It may
be well to present a brief statement
of what was done last Monday
throughout the grades In the Central
building and the ward buildings.
Central School.
Patriotic songs.
.Meaning of the flag.
Comments on life of Lincoln.
Lessons of industry, honesty and
kindness.
Exhibition of papers printed during
Lincoln's time.
First Ward School.
Pupils from all grades participated
in the following program-- :
The Star Spangled Banner.
Roll Call t Responded
by quota-

T

T

vjl

.

IN ORDER TO CLOSE THE SALE, WE OFFER THESE FOUR CHOICE LOTS, FACING
ON 6TH ST., ONLY FOUR BLOCKS FROM THE 4TH WARD PUBLIC 8CHOOL, AS A
WHOLE, FOR $675 $40 DOWN, BALANCE $15 PER MONTH. SIMILAR ADJOINING
PROPERTY IS NOW HELD AT $800, AND WILL BE WORTH $1000 AS SOON AS
WEATHER PERMITS A LOT OF CONTEMPLATED
BUILDING
IMPROVEMENTS IN
THAT VICINITY. THE BEST QUICK RETURN SPECULATION OFFERED IN THE CITY

.

BTffJODAY.

Office Surety Investment Co,

Office Surety Investment Co
D.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Agent.

B. SELLERS, Agent.

Km

tions).

Lincoln's Boyhood.
Our Nation's Colors.
Our Flag.
Flag Exercises.
I Ought to Love My Country.
ADDITIONAL NEWS
Barbara Freitchle.
The Flag that Betsy Made.
TAKEN AT LARGE
Lincoln, the President.
Lincoln, Class Exercises.
A Patriotic School.
The Three Little Sisters (Red,
Colonist Rates For the West
White and Blue).
My Country's Flag.
Wreathes for Lincoln.
Already Have Been
America.
Flag was draped around the bust of
Put on.
Lincoln In the room where the exercises were held.
Second Ward School.
PROPERTY
SALE OF VALUABLE
Taught the Flag Salute.
'We give our heads, our hearts, and
our hands to our country;
One country, one language, one
St. Paul. Minn., Feb. 16. In ac
Mag."
cordance with the decision of the
Story of the Flag.
Passenger Associa
Transcontinental
Talk on Lincoln.
tion, at Its meeting last fall, the col
Essay on Lincoln.
onists' rates to the Pacific coast went
Flag was at full mast nil day In into effect, yesterday. This if fifteen
spite of the bad weather.
days earlier than usual, the opening
Third Ward School.
date for the last few years having
Lincoln the basis of language work been March 1st.
in the grades.
The establishment of the colonists'
Story of the Flag.
rates by the transcontinental railroads
Points from Lincoln's life.
has resulted In heavy movements to
Anecdotes concerning Lincoln.
Pacific coast. Whether the earlier
the
Talks on Flag Day.
date will result In an increase of busiFourth Ward School.
ness remains to be seen. It is said
Lincoln exercises in every room.
that the earlier date was selected at
Talks on Flag Day.
the request of the Northern Pacific,
Cleaning of the Flag.
the Great Northern, the Burlington
Lincoln's Life.
and the Union Pacific lines, while
Lessons from Lincoln.
the Santa Fe line was opposed to a
More than usual time was given to change of date.
It was maintained
special exercises.
by the northern roads that the earlier
would give settlers a chance to
One ward principal sent a special date
get on the ground early enough to
Grand
invitation to the ladies of the
their land in the spring in
Army of the Republic, but on account cultivate
get some yield from It. that
tme
to
none
of the weather
could attend.
season. The fact that the settlers
A list of days on which the flag
will be able to do this, and thus save
mast
half
placed
shall be
either at
practically a whole year, may cause
hands
the
full
has
mast
been in
or at
many prospective colonists to go west.
of the principals the entire year, but
Hag
shall
the
expected
not
that
it is
SALE OF TRACTION LINES.
be placed over the schools if the
Columbus. O., Feb. 16. L'nder orweather Is such that the principal ders
of the United States Court, the
Some principals Appleyard
thinks It unwise.
traction lines will be sold
thought It unwise to order the flag this
and tomorrow afterraised on Monday. If the flag was not noon afternoon
at various points in this state.
on the staff, it was serving the pur-los- e The Dayton,
Springfield & Urbnna
of decoration elsewhere.
will be sold at Sprinfield. the
No further comment is necessary,
Urbana & Northern at
rh the foregoing, there are many good
&
Columbus,
London
the
texts for as many good "sermons'. "
Springfield at Vienna station,
the
If anyone had suspected the public Columbus, Grove City & Southwestern
schools of forgetting Lincoln Day or and the Central Market Street railFlag Day, he might have satisfied his way, at the court house in this city.
curiosity without inquiry by simply
stepping into any of the school buildCOSTLY CLUB HOUSE SOLD.
ings and noting the decorations apAsbury Park, N. J., Feb. 16. Sherpropriate to such days.
iff Francis will, this afternoon, sell to
Respect full v,
the highest bidder the $jmi,inn
J. E. CLARK.
Clubhouse. The sale was orSuperintendent City Schools.
dered by the court as the result of
the suit of Charles Francis Ballard,
MODJESKVS ELEVATING ART trustee for the mortgage bondholders.
The clubhouse was built, four years
Modjeska's farewell ago, on, the sight of the Allcnhurst
Mine.
appearance, in this city at the Elks' Inn, previously destroyed by fire. The
opera house, Saturday, February 24, club propostion proved a failure. Efbeing as it will, the last time we will forts were made to change the stock
be privileged to enjoy an art. as rare into hotel company shines, but the
as any that the modern stage has plans were not carried out. Besides
Known, 13 an occasion which is com- the real property, all personal propof the club will be sold, including
manding the attention of every ele- erty furnishings,
valued at $t;o,0tMi. n
ment of tae community, those who. at- the
believed that a syndicate of hotel
tend the theater but seldom taking al- is
most as great Interest in it as are men intends to bid in the property
regular patrons of the play. The rea- and conduct the clubhouse as a hotel.
son is not far to seek. Such art as
KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION,
Modjt'Ska's, while thoroughly enterLouisville, Ky., Feb. 16. The Louistaining, is on a far 'higher plane than ville Bar Association
will hold its anthe. acting that is done for mere nual banquet at the Gault House, this
.amusement. It appeals to the intel- evening. Invitations have been sent
lects, touches the highest sensibilities, out to a number of distinguished
clarifies pride, Kentucky lawyers in this and other
stimulates ambition,
raises the states, and it is expected that there
tmboldens
f'ul above the sordid and gives a will be an unusually large attendance.
clearer view of life and man's relation Judge Gordon will lie one of the printhereto. Being the antithesis of the cipal speakers of the evening. He
many low forms of farce, musical will speak on the new method of setornedy, hodge podge burlesque and ting cases for trial.
other coarse performances which have
BRILLIANT MILITARY BALL.
citizens to
caused many
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Feb. 16. The
shun the theater, it affords a much
d
Separate Company will
desired opportunity for diversion that
carries with It mental and moral stim- hold its big annual ball at the armory
ulus. What makes this occasion of this evening, and it promises to be
paramount importance to this part of an unusually brilliant affair, as Govour public is that it will be the last ernor Higgins and his entire staff will
Mine Mod jc ska ever will act in this attend the ball in full uniform.
ciiy. Little wonder, then, that they
DRUMMER DRUMS HIS DRUM.
iiave determined to make the perform,
Columbus, Ga., Feb. 10. There is a
am e. a testimonial, at once to show strong agitation among
traveling
their appreciation of a great aetrtss men in this stale in favortheof the bill,
and a good woman, and to express which the president
of the Commermit w that her retirement from pub- cial Travelers' Protective Association
lic life well earned by her as a long has requested
Representative
rest h?.s been will take from them
introduce
to
and push
the occasional chance to enjoy art that through the legislature. The bill prosati.-fie- d
their natures. Many 'fare vides that u hotelkeeper shall not aswells" are temporary, but it seems sign his guest to any room in which
that this of Modjeska's will be per the bed linen has not been changed
manent.
to clean since it was last occupied.
Seals are on sale at Matson's Mon-i!s- Traveling men in all parts of the
February 19. at 8 o'clock, fur sub state are carrying on u vogorous camscribers only. Sale opms to the pub paign In favor of the bill and an eflic Wednesday. February 21.
fort will be made to exert sufficient
Subscription t) Modjeska closes on pressure upon the legislators to inSaturday night. February 17.
duce them to pass the proposed law.
A Healinn Gotoel.
J. Frank Werner, of the United
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of States geological survey, and his us
ua..
sistants, r. W. Williamson and
Sharon Baptist Cehurch, lletair,
P. Ulandchard. who were at IterBitters: "It's a God
it ., ,,f
a
send to mankind. It cured mo of 'r.alillo, have returned to Santa Fe.
complete
1 hey were at BernalilU
examining
lame back, stiff joints, and
physical collapse. 1 was so weak It surveys of land grants made by c tmeit
took me half an hour to walk a mile. iiates deputy surveyors.
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have
The Bei Physic,
made me to strong 1 have just walked
When you want a physic that tt mild
feel
thrte miles in SO minutes and
In
effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
like walking three more. It's made a
new man of me." Greatest remedy and Liver Tablets, price 25 cents.
weakness and a!l Stomach. Liver Every box warranted. Get a free sam-angentle, easy to take and pleasant
tM Ki.lnev complaints. Sold under
Price 60e pie at any drug store and try them.
guarantee at all dmu'.stBelle-fontaln-
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lar in that city, and was transferred
to Los Angeles, then to San Francisco, Is back in New Mexico, having
been transferred to the federal land
office at Clayton, Uniou county. Mrs.
Bartlett is still at Mesilla Park.
WAS IN MEXICO
EXAMINING MINES.
C. T. Brown, well known Socorro

a

After you had plunged in to the very jaws of death

a

LAS VEGAS PROUD OF
MIDSHIPMAN GLASSFORD.
Las Vegas is proud of the record
made by Midshipman Wayne Glass-lorof this city, says the. Optic. Saturday reference was made, to his lead-

ing the graduating German at the
Armory ball at Annapolis. The statistics of the class have been made up
and Mr. Glassfrd makes a splendid
showing. An even hundred received
their diplomas from Secretary of the
Navy Bonaparte, today, and Mr. Glass-forranks among the first twenty-five- .
The young man will reac'.i home
soon to visit his mother, Mrs. S. B..
Davis, before embarking on a year's
cruise.
The Ready Letter Writer.
a plumber to a customer, explaining some points about a
bill:
Benevolent Sir:
Your letter of yesi rday complaining about my bill of $143 for placing a
new valve in your bath room faucet,
pains me more than my feeble pen
can tell.
have never had a difference with one cf the many customers
1
whom
have sewed in the past 18
years, and in my business transactions with you I have come to regard
you as a man of liberal views, a man
of the live and let live policy, so my
pain is the deper when you accuse
you an exorbitant
nie of charging
price. Were you a picayune, a man
who would haggle over every penny,
because your niggard soul f reed you
to, I would dismiss your letter with a
smile, but as I Iv.ive a high regard for
you
will itemize the account:
You telephoned me Monday morn-linMint the lancet was leaking, and
I at once sent a workman to your
house. Under the rules of the asso
ciation, of which 1 am a member, mt
from choice but from necessity. I
could not send him in a wagon or a
stre.it car, so he walked. It took him
five hours to reach your house to examine the faucet. Finding what was
necessary to be done, which consumed
two h urs, for which 1 am forced by
the association to pay at the rate of
$5 an 'hour, he returned to the shop for
r
trip. The astools, another
sociation forces me to charge $1 an
h ur for time consumed In going to
and from work. This brought the expenses to $2o.
The next day. Tuesday, the plumber
went to your house ($r more), but
after working an hour ($j more) discovered he 7iad forgotten a toed. As
It Is against the rules to telephone
to the shop for a t ol he was forced
to walk back to the shop ($3 more),
and Wednesday morning he returned
to your house ($" more), anil after
working two hours $ lo more), he
The
found he ii"cded an assistant.
two men walked to your house Thursday ($lu m re) and worked two hours
(another $10). anil returned to the
shop (1(1 more), where they recalled
that they had left a pair of tons at
your house. They tetiirii'd for them
Friday ($jb for the round trip), and
under the rules I am forced to charge
you $." for the use of tin- - tongs.
The valve cost me t2'K this being
the arbitrary price named by the supply house which is n a trust. Tats
I'mb r the
brings your bill to
rules I am c mpclled to add 23 per
rent, which amount must be added to
the association's lei:al defense fund.
This brings your bill to $13n, but as
you are an old customer, I knocked
off $3, so you cr I have actually lost
$3 on the job.
Yours truly.
Please r iuit
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Itching Piles.

If von are acquainted with anyone
who U troubled wi'h this distressing
fc::: t'" greater
ailment, you can
favor than to toll him to try Chamberlain's Sa!ve. It gives instant relief.
ThU salvo also ur. s sore nipples

tetter and salt rheum. Price
For sale by all drua;ists.

cents.

23

If suddenly you found yourself ordered

feminnine

ALL BITING

persons?

pillar to post by

from

WELL!

DOGS
SHOULD BE SHOT.
Edward Muller, a well known farmer at. Tesuque. was severely bitten by
a ctir dog while trading in Santa Fe
yesterday, says the New Mexican. He
went at ence to the office of Dr. J. M.
Diaz, where he was given prompt
medical attention.
Officers shot the
dog while Mr. Muller was at the doctors office. When Dr. Diaz heard that
the dog had hern killed, he offered a
piece of advice, which it would be well
for all to remember: "It Is nil Hphf
to kill the do ?s," he said, "but they
Riiouitl le snot belore hetng allowed
to bite persons. If a d g bltts a person that animal should be tied up.
well fed and kindly treated for several days, until it can be determined
If he is suffering from the rabies. Then
tho animal should be killed. Often a

-

t-

a

flock of

SECRETARY OF EAGLE
LODGE AN EMBEZZLER.
Charged with embezzling funds of
the Tucs n aerie of Eagles, and alleged
to have cashed u worthless
draft a: a local bank for $30, Joseph

verance. formerly city
r
A Steinfeld & company, is
now
in
a fugitive from Justice,
says the Tucson Citizen.
"He was crazed by booze," Is the
charitable explanation which is offered
for Severance's misdeeds.
It is not
known whether he vviil be brought
back from Caiianea or not.
Tile Eagles decline to slate jus!
what tin- shortage is. It Is known to
l e a! on:
$::oo so far, but It is feared
that the amount may be much larger.
A committee Is at present making an
Si

hook-keepe-

for

Can-jtiea-

,

invest inat ion.
Mrs. Sevi ranee, who

was cruelly
doctor is forced to treat a person suf- decried, is nearlv prostrated with
fering from a dog bite, without know- grief.
ing the condition of ilic animal. If
Severance vva.i in Bisbee three days
the dog siows lndicati ns of rabies, last weeK. lie claimed to be the ri
tive of a big t'ananea com-then tlu.perso bitten cliould be given
any.
treatment according!;.-.He was
shabbily dressed,
wearing khaki pants, an old coal and
a
rayed hut. lie was thought
Kodol Digests What You Eat.
by
e people to In demented, owing
Justaiittle Kodol alter meals will
relieve that fulness, belching, gas on t h's peculiar actl ns. Severance
of the Eagles.
stomach, and all other symptoms of v, as
indigestion. Kodol digests what you
cat, and enables tho stomach and di- Common Colds Are the Cause of Many
gestive organs tj perform their funcSerious Diseases.
tions naturally. Kodol is a thorough
Physicians who have gained a
tligestant and wJli sili.rd relief from
reputations as analysts
any disorders due to imperfect diges- cause of various diseases, claimof the
tion or mal asslniilatiou. Sold by all if catching cold could be avoidedthata
druggists.
Ions; list of dangerous ailments would
never be In ard of. Every one knows
SHEEP MAN IS AN
that pneumonia and consumption origEMBEZZLER FROM TEXAS. inate from a col l, aad chronic can
A
was c:med at Roswell tarrh, liienchitis, and all throat and.
l y the
arrest of John W. Harrison, a '.uns tr ubles are aggravated and rend
well kivwn sheep man. on the charge ere
mere serious by each fresh
of embezzling
Do not ril; your life or t.il.e
$1"" in Robinson
couu'y. Texas. Harri-- m bore a good chances when you have a
reputation at Roswel! and had been a Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Ki
rtsident of the Peeo- - valley for five cure it belore these .liselses develop
years. He admitted hi.- - guilt, and acThis retiii y contains c opium, ;n;r
companied Sheriff R'ishing to Robin-se- phKe or o'.iier harmful druj and has
county without requisition papers. thirty years of
back of it,
C"li;ed !' i's c ues ihk'.c. every condl
'
For co'ms, coughs, bronchitis and all tion. Fur
si.-ly a i druggists.
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
Ttie Citizen and get
of Eucalyptus.
for
a
00 cents
bottle at
Suhcr!i
KupP'.
lbs cewi.
!

!t

na-lon-

sen.-atio-

;.

i

the other
night, Jim Jeffords, wh was mixing
it with Gus Gardner, broke an - arm
the
In two places and was sen:
hospital. H- - probably wi'.l never fight
again.
In a fight a' PhiUih 'p"'-

The average treatment of stomach
troubles consists of a rigid diet list.
wnich orten half starves the patient
Of course It would le foolish for any
one who knows that some foods are
j positively
harmful and poisonous, to
continue eating them, even w hile fol
lowing the
treatment, but In
ordinary cases of stomach trouoles it
Is not necessary to starve or diet if
Is faithfully used, a tablet be- rore each meal.
The scientific remedy for tho cure
of stomach troubles, acts upon toe
whole digestive system, and strengthens the organs so that they are able
to digest any food that is eaten, without fear of distress.
J. H. O'RIelly & Co., have so much
confidence in the power of
to
cure stomach troubles and resulting
Ills, that they give a guarantee
with
every fifty-cebox to refund the N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
money unless it cures.
against tha allownnna nt aaM
PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Depart- or who knows of any substantial reament of the Interior, Office of Indian son under the laws and regulations
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February vi mo interior aepartment why such
G, 1906.
Sealed proposals, endorsed proof should not be allowed, will be
"Proposals for Barn, Zunl School, New given an opportunity at the
Mexico," and addressed to the Com
time and place to
missioner of Indian Affairs, Wash
the witnesses of said claimant,
ington, D. C. will be received at the and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m., submitted by claimant.
March 20, 1906. for furnishing and de
MANUEL R. OTERO.
livering tho materials and labor nee
Register.
essary to construct and complete a
stone bam at the Zunl Indian school
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
New Mexico, In strict accordance with
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
plans and specifications and lnstruc
tlons to bidders, which may be exam Department of the Interior, United
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
ined at ihls office, the offices of The
January 29, 1906.
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improve
Notice is hereby given that the folloment Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.;
claimant has filed noAmerican Contractor, Chicago, 111.; wing-named
News, Chicago, 111.; tice of bis Intention to mak-- - final
Construction
Builders & Traders' Exchanges
at proof In support of his claim nnder
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,
Minn.; 3,
1891, (26 S;ats.. 854), as amended
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.;
the Northwestern Manufacturers' As- by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
sociation, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster be made before the United States
street, New York City, 205 Souta court commissioner at Albuquerque.
Canal Wreet, Chicago, 111., 602 South N. M on March 9, 1906, vbz.:
Flacido Salazar y Otero, for the S.
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23 II. C. No. 60S, for lot 1, sections 25
Washington street, "San Francisco, and 2G; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24.
Cal and at the school. For further 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
information, apply to Douglas B. 7 north, range 2 east.
Ho names the following witnesses
Graham, superintendent,
Zunl, New
Mexico. C. F. Iarrabee, Acting Com- to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
missioner.
years aext preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Meliton
S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
Department of tho Interior, Land Of- Salvador
N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, ot
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan i uraua,
in. m.
nary 30, 19(1(1.
Any person who desires to protest
Notice is hereby given that tfle i
against the allowance of said proof, or
named settler has filed notice who knows of any substantial reason
of hlg Intention to make final proof in under the laws
and regulations of the
support of his claim, and that said interior department
why such proof
proof will be made before the probate should not be allowed,
will be given
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on an opportunity
at the- - above mentionMarch 6, 190(1. viz.:
e
ed time and place to
Manuel Chaves y Turrieta, of
the
of
witnesses
said
claimant,
and to
county. New Mexico, for the offer evidence In rebuttal
of that
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
by claimant
southwest quarter of section 19, townMANUEL R. OTERO,
ship 9 north, range 3 east.
Register.
He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Gregorio Apodaca y Candelarla, of
(Small Holding Claim No. 663.)
Albuquerque, New Mexico; FranclBCO Department of the Interior, United
Grlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Manuel Antonio Pena,
January 17, 1906.
of Pajarito,
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
Notice Is hereby given that the folquerque. New Mexico.
lowing named claimant has filed notice of bis intention to make final
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Heglster. proof in support ot his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
(Hmestead Kntrv No. 8B87.)
Department of the Interior, Land Of be made before United States comflee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., oa
February 27. 190C. viz Fedorico Sanuary 30, 1!H0.
y Montoya, for the Small HoldNotice Is hereby given that the fol- chez
ing Claim No. CC2 situated in Sec.
lowing named settler has filed notice 24,
T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
of his Intention to make final proof in
names the following witnesses
support of his claim, and that said to Heprove
his actual continuous adproof will be made before the probate verse possession
said tract for
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on twenty years next of
preceding the surMarch C, 1906. viz.:
vey of the township, viz:
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, C Juan Apodaca,
of Valencia, N. M.:
and 7, cf section 1, township 8 north, Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
range 2 east.
Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M.
He names the following witnesses
Any person who desires to protest
to prove his
continuous residence against the allowance of said proof,
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: or who knows of any
reaJames It. Bingham, John W. Bar-net- son under the laws substantial
and regulations
Manuel Ixipez and Ell A. Can-trel- of the Interior department why such
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico. proor Bnouia not be allowed will be
MANUEL R. OTEKO,
given an opportunity at the above
Register. mentioned time and place to cross
o
examine the witnesses of said claim1
and tn offer evidence in rebuttal
I I if
(
( I I' ant,
of that submitted bv claimant
WILLING HELPERS.
MANUEL It. OTERO. Register.
What's the use of a helper. If f
he isn't willing? Willingness is
ample mantle which will alCOMING EVENTS
f an
most cover all the sins of serv- - s"
e Ice. But a classified advertiseFebruary 24 Mine. Modjeska.
ment in The Evening Citizen Is a
A bill legalizing boxing has been Inwilling helper that is not only
e absolutely competent, but aUo U J troduced in the Kentucky legislature
4 a willing worker. It works all
with fair prospects of its becoming
e the time for you. It is the best
a law. The measure Is so elastic that
V and most economical publicity tn
O'Brien and Jeffries could fight for
e the world.
S the heavyweight championship) tinder
Its provisions.
a

So-no- ra

G. O.

Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant baa filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of ber claim tinder
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
court commissioner at Albuquerqtw,
N. M., on March 10, 1906, vis.:
BeatrU Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the S. H.
C. No. 586, In lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7 N,
R. 2 K., and sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. t BL.
and lot 2. sec. 36, T. 7. N., B. IE.
8he names the following witnesses
to prove her actual, continuous,
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township,- - vlx.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. U.
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro. N. M.a
Estanislao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.J
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro.

i

mining engineer and expert, who has
for the past four weeks been in
and Chihuahua, Mexico, examining mining properties for eastern capitalists and who. during the past few
days did Bimilar work in southern Arizona, has returned to his home at Socorro.

A

24, 1906.

Don't Starve or Diet, but Us
and Cure Your Stomach Troubles.

HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED
BACK TO NEW MEXICO.
W. H. Bartlett, formerly a clerk in
the office of the receiver of the land
office at Santa Fe. and who was popu-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 68S.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa re, N.

cross-examin-
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8TRICKLER

President

Stanch Republican.

W. T. McCREIOHT

Held
OOOCXXXXXX)OOC00000XXOC000000 Most Brilliant Event Ever
in Rooms of Albuquerque
The Esch- Townsend Commercial Club.

Business Manager

Trust Companies

Hep-Imr- n
Tho following fact The Citizen has ltvn able (o
(renewal
hi
nrp
They
pnthor concerning trust company banks.
of the
with lhc hope that they may he of Interest to the
.1 of last
readers of this paper:
winter, which pass$
New Yolk trust companies now havo over
ed the house, 325
to 17, but was dc- of deposits and are constantly reaching out after
acmall
leiiled In Hie sen
than
other
new
business
In
for
search
inure.
ate) will bo effee
counts the really pushful trust companies do not stop
tive If it Itecomi s a
when they have covered their own Immediate territories.
law
without the
Some
Tbey go anywhere and everywhere for business.
introduction into It
cif them have specialized their activities so as to get hold
of any of Ihe poiof a lion's fhare of business In particular lines. The
son which the railMississippi Valley Trust Co., of St. Louis, for Instance,
roads will try to
takes a leading part In financing new telephone lines,
inject.
The 1)111
way,
own
In
business
up
Its
this
not
only
built
has
and
u
asserts
the
means
development
of
to
the
but has contributed largely
power of
ot communication, especially in the middle west.
the government to
The Mutual Alliance of New York has made llselt
foinrul
Interstate
an important factor in financing the cotton crop. Another
railroad rates and
handling
specialty
the
company, the Eastern, makes a
of
by means of an adThe Home Trust Co., of
WM. E. CHANDLER.
finances of naval officers.
lKdv
ministrative
issues created by legislation and established through appointBrooklyn, caters to Scandinavian customers,
tanking information and other literature in the Scandi- ments coming from the president, and confirmed by the
navian languages and provides facilities especially senate, to provide for reducing an extortionate railroad
adapted for handling the local and foreign business of rate to a reasonable rate and making It unlawful to
charge more than that rate.
It Swedish, Norwegian and Danish customers.
The only objectionable
This same Brooklyn institution has organized an
words in the bill are thowp requiring a rate fixed by the
any
accepts
$100;
amount over
bureau which
commission to be not. only Just and reasonable, but also
combines these small investments into high class mort- "fairly remunerative."
per cent,
gages, and divides np the return, less one-ha- lf
The commission should for the present decide what
This nets each Investor four and one-ha- ll
commission.
Is Just and reasonable, unlnstructed by congress.
The
per cent, or more, which is better than the savings bank only object of the railroads In now trying to Introduce
can do. Millions have been drawn from savings banks qualifying words Into the act Is to lay the foundation for
to trust companies in this and other ways in which the prolonged litigation which will make the decisions of tne
concerns with the broader range of activity offers cus- commission unavailing.
Here is the whole future contomers the best service.
test at this session of congress.
The rll
Trust company advertising is another great factor working to substitute a court for the commission
In the
They Invade the fixing of a remedial rate.
In the expansion of these institutions.
A conclusive answer to their
newspapers and street cars with aggressive announcedemand is that, while a commission can lawfully make
ments which completely overshadow the modest ads. of such a rate, a court cannot lawfully do such unjudicial
the more conservative banks. "Make Your WW H work.
This Inability of the court to make a rate Is
Costs Nothing If We are Named as Executor" Is a sam- the very reason why the railroads try to put such a proadvertising.
ple of this kind of
vision in the bill.
It Is now the only railroad hone, to
The highest paid experts are engaged by the trust
accomplished by the subtle efforts of some of the
companies to prepare elaborate advertising booklets, new converts to rate legislation not yet wholly free and
costing as much as 25 cents each, and setting forth in fearless men.
The
bill
the most convincing manner the many ways in which the
that a court may suspend or set aside n order of
It is the safest execu- the commission. But it gives the courts no power which
Blank Trust Co. can serve you.
tor and guardian. It will invest your money, pay your they do not now possess. If the court has power
to
taxes and gas bills, and collect your checks for almost declare u rate unlawful because confiscatory, this bill
atnothing
It haa a ladles' parlor, with a maid in
does not undertake to destroy the power.
On the
tendance, a reference library in short, "every modern other hand, the friends of the bill should
resist to the
convenience."
utmost any attempt to amend by inserting jiower in the
If you wish, the
trust company will send courts to suspend or set aside a rate upon some
specious
your
a polite young man to your office every day to net
principles to be Inserted in the bill, upon the strength
deposit, thus saving you a trip to the bank. The simple of which assertion some one subservient Judge
be
slot bank in which the depositor was supposed to accum- found somewhere who will suspend every order niav
of the
company
money
deposit
the
in
trust
for ultimate
ulate
commission which the railroads choose to resist.
When
lias been superseded by elaborate bronze affairs, with a a long lawsuit begins over a snsnended rate the shinners'
Any depositor can get one of these hope will Ite gone.
clock in the front.
A bill which allows it will be worth
Needle books less.
home banks by opening an account of $1.
On this point the pending legislative contest, will
were lately distributed all over the East Side by a New go forward to victory for the people
or the railroads.
York company which had started out to work up business Which?
in this section of New York.
The democratic party, under the load of Mr. Itryan,
In competition with such methods, the old style is acting wisely and patriotically, not
to make party capmersame
fix
old
much
style
the
banker is in
that the
ital, but to get upon the statute books a law beneficial to
chant was In when confronted by the department store. the people. It acted In like manner when it stood solidThe small nierchaut has not disappeared, and neither ly for the war with Spain and forced the money-poweTwill the banks, but in New York, and probably elsewhere,
republican loaders in congress to yield to the demands of
It 1b realized that the banks must wake up and extend ihu nanlty fur
enslaved Cuba. So now Its so i dfront for
It they are to keep up with the'
their Held of operations
,
,
the
bill will make tho lawtrust companies.
stand as a rare monument to the patriotism and fidelity
to popular interests of the democracy of the present day.
The republican party, will do well to pay heed to the
Ufte
Clearly, China la looking for trouble, and if her pres- present unmistakable symptoms of popular discontent.
ent tactics are kept up she will surely find It, The boy- If the pending bill, unpolsoned ly deadly amendments,
cott of American goods is only a part of her exhibition does not become a law at this session, the 100 republican
The old majority in the present house yvill be turned Into 100
it 111 will directed against all foreigners.
"Boxer" spirit seenis not to have been quite effectively opposition majority in November next; and neither in
whipped out of her.
Even over In Japan, which nation surance, bank and railroad contributions, nor even an
occupies much the same protective attitude toward China other Roosevelt will save the party In 1908, but. Win. J.
Hryan will be the next president of the United States.
that the United States occupies toward
the resident Chinese Insult westerners whh impunity.
The disorder which the Chinese students have been
causing in Tokyo, Is only one phase of a dangerous spirit
I
which the young Chinese everywhere are displaying
The Chinese seem to feel that it
would be a good thing to drive out all foreigners from
The demonstrations of enmity are ratheir country.
pidly spreading and increasing In violence.
Though the imperial government protests to the
world that everything possible Is being done to allay
From Railway World.
and check the feeling, the truth has become known that
viceroys,
they
exception,
doing
all
are
without
almost
the
OCKXX000000CC00
Meanwhile, the Chinese army is
can to stimulate it.
Valuable aid will be rendered to The fanners of the
being rapidly reoiganlzed and increased, not along lines
to make it effective In suppressing disorders at home, central west by certain of tho railroads of that territory
Imt along those which fit it to encounter Europeaon mil- which have planned special trains for the purpose of
itary methods.
Resentment of American exclusion of giving a "good seed" lecture course under the charge of
Chinese, so much talked about and made to figure so
largely In China's motive. Is really only a small incident. experts from the agricultural colleges. The Burlington
the Kansas City Southern were prominent in this
It Is against foreigners in general that China has her and
class of service last year, and this year the Illinois CenImagined grievance.
PaMany of the clearest-sighte- d
stalemen in the world tral, the St. Paul, the Burlington, and the Canadian.
made plans for a similar campaign of education.
predict that a conflict between the combined east and cific have
expected that the Illinois Central's special train
the combined west is. sooner or later, bound to come. of sixIt Iscars,
to cover a distance of 2,0oo miles in twelve
present
may
question
Chinese
end no man can
Where the
nay.
But that It must be settled somehow and for all, days In tho latter part of February, will cost that road
and soon, none can doubt. If u great conflict conies, the $12,000, for which no immediate return can be looked for.
oitie-stowns, villages and
United Spates, by reason of t ui large interests In the The train will stop at 12ti
stop
stations.
crossroads
will
Each
be of forty minutes'
as
east,
of our location, will necessarily i,e in
js well
far
seed
the thick of tho fight, and our Pacific coast will lie tho duration, during which there- - will be a lecture on Hopand soil. The tour will be in charge of Professor
chief naval base of 'the western world.
kins, of University of Illinois, assisted by professors from
agricultural schools. Representatives of the Illinois Cen
Bij
tral will accompany the train and will tell of the results
The Citizen lias received a copy of an article iroiu in tho way of Increased shipments that have come from
the New York Times, In which a correspondent of that improved methods of farming. Tho professors, alsiut
paper contrasts tho size of the proposed slate of Arizona eight in number, as well as the railroad representatives
235,000 square miles with the fact that. Rhode island, and members of the press, will oat and sleep on the train.
The train is scheduled to leave Chicago early Tues
Delaware, Connecticut, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Vermont the seven combined equal day morning, lYluuaiy 20, and will be in commission
The day lectures will
only 43. "'.Hi square iiiIIoh, or less than ont-flof the until Saturday evening, March
be in the ears, and for those to bo given at night halls.
proposed state.
Again ho shows that the proposed state is l.ss mies where available,
iii ,e used.
The Chicago, Milwaukee
as large as Rhode Island, 115 times as large as Dela- & Si. Paul stari. d its special for the wheat fields of Min
ware, 47 times as large as Connecticut, :!n times as large nesota. Iowa and the Dakotas the past week. The train
will isil in.iiiv towns ot, tln svstoi.i and will carry lec
as New Jersey, 28 times as largo as Massachusetts,
times us large as either New Hampshire or Vermont, turers from the agricultural colleges of the states vlfileJ
As to popuThe trip will take ten davs. and lectures ot forty-fiv- e
and almost 5 times as large as New Yolk.
lation, he says that New Mexico has Ill'j.nnii inhabitants: minutes' duration nie iiliinneil Tho inoetill'iS have been
Arizona, 175,000.
These figures compare with those ot well advertised among the fanners.
W. H. Mauss. industrial commissioner 01 the Hul
(tome of the states of the union as follows: Nevada,
Wyoming, Nil. 846; Delaware, IHS.iumi; Idaho. J5o,0oo; ling! on, announces that that company will run a special
s It not absurd, he train over a distance of 2,000 miles, making 123 stops for
Montana, U.Vooo; Utah, 3oi,iiiui.
asks. In the light of all these facts, to say that Arizona lectures under the ilireeiion of Professor Hopkins. Two
and New Mexico are not fitted to enter the union as vears ami tlw IliirliniMnn ran u similar train through
aeparate states? At all events. een if Arizona should Iowa, anil the corn crop of that state has increased twen
be told to bide her time and remain a while as a territory, ty per cent.
should not New Mexico be permitted to come in by
Tlie western wheat territory covered by 'he Cana
He also argues that as there was a clause in the dian Pacific Is now being visited bv a "seed grain spe
Texas admission act, allowing that state, if it subse- cial" provided by that oonmanv. carrying a dozen experts
quently ho desired, to divide into five iatcs,
the state to lninross non the farmers the importance of clean
if Arizona should enter Into the union with an easy bib grain. 10 describe the various noxious weeds, and to give
fit divorcement already prepared for it.
At each place a
instructions hoV to get rid of them.
Farmers are
Hton of one hour - made for a lecture.
Heveral of the express companies doing Ouslnos in Invited not onlv to IfeaY the lectures, but to bring speci
mens or seeds"' ot t rouhU-souiTexas have decided upon litigation to determine the
weeds in order that those
of th recent law providing a tax of two enemies, may lie Identified and the farmers instruct
per cent upon Ci.1 business done In Texas. The Amer- how- to overcome their depretlat Ions.
ican and the Wells Fargo companies tendered Jis.ooo
ach in payment, but this was refused, the state officials
Viewed With Suspicion.
claiming $40,000 from each company under the law.
Mrs. Whyu
Did you enjoy seeing Bernhardt?
Mrs. Wylkyns Oh. yes.
Next to Standard Oil and the packers' combine, the exHut one tntng seemed
Her
i i.vetih woman?
atm vim MM.. ili.i. in .
press companies :e the greatest leeches feeding on ttij ntie..r
V
pronuueeation Isn't a bit like Mary's. Soruervllle Journal
jcople Of this country.
iut-llln-
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A Rifle Given Away With Every Boy's Salt.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
o o

F oMcy of ttM
teJo clean

up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
THE NAME
0

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only weans the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
r--
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A patriotic service will be held in
tho Congregational church on Sunday
night in honor ot Washington's birthday. Hon. George S. Klck win give
the principal address.. The pastor will
give a ten minutes' talk on
the Best Beloved of His Country." A special musical program is
being prepared.

it

'W 'U o

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

The masque balb to be given by
Albuquerque lodge No. 4H1, In the
Elks' hall wim Monday nignt, Febru
ary 1!, promises to be a great success,
it Is for members and their
lady friends only, and uniquely worded invitations have been sent
out
to all local and visiting Elks, requesting their attendance, "and it ain't
goiif to cost vou a cent."

0

Steward, c the Santa Ye,
Junta, where he will assume the duties of division storekeeper at that point.
to l.a

STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

Cleans everything.

Furniture

Man.

t

He Is the

Moving,

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

0000000000 00000O00KOfl
THE

NEW
ANTONIO

pack-

HOME

YORK

ARMIJO,

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

Lucero

-

Prop.

PURE

00OeOe000C00

MEL INI & EAKIN,

FAIR

3

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

STAGE LINE

Special
Any pair of men's nigh
grade pants, worth $4. So t.t $ii, Friday
Carries the United States mall;
3.4j.
and Saturday only,
Simon only
line with a change of stock en
Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 e. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

T. A.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at v
the business. There Is no oth
er ItiHt Thornton. Both 'phones
has Z
737 South V. alter Street.
4

K. H.

K'Mie

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

o

0

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

The Missionary society of the Pres
byterian church, will meet wit'n .Vi.
A. A. Trimble, 107 North Arno street,
Saturday afternoon, at 2:50 o'clock.
Tlie Woman's Home and 'foreign
Missionary society of the Presbvterlan
church, will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2:::0 o'clock, with Mrs. Trimble,
207 North Arno street.

x-

shoes.
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Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in tlie latest styles

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

a,
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

GOVERNOR MADE HIMSELF ATHOME

With mvrlttds of colored ineandes
cent likihts strung throughout the
rooms; with tho stars and stripes effectively draped In every nook and
cranny; with the room well filled by
Albuquerque's mo.-- t beautiful women
aie! representative citizens, all In formal attire, and with the guest of hon- o.' in an exceptionally nappy moon,
the reception tendered Herbert .1.
Hagerman, chief executive of the
territory of New Mexico, by the Albu
querque Commercial club last evening
was one of the most Li) Ilant. and suc
cessful social functions held In this
city In recent years.
Shortly before 9 o clock the guests
began to arrive and soon the spacious
club rooms were comfortably filled.
At 9:30 o'clock, the governor arrived
and made his way to the mom in
to
which he met and was 'ntrodtic-those present.
Beneath a cross of
flags, formed of "Old Glory" and the
colors of Company O, National Guards
of New Mexico, the governor took his
stand, with the receiving line, com
posed of Mrs. W. S. Hopewell, Col.
Hopewell, George V. Prlchard, attor
ney general of the territory; Mrs. M.
w. Flournoy, J. C. Ilaldrldge, Miss
Baldrldge, C. E. Newcomer, Mrs. W.
S. Strlcklor, W.
S.
Strlckler, Mrs.
Wallace Hesselden, Wallace HesRelden
and Adjutant General Tarkfngton, in
the order named, on the left of the
governor, with Maynard Gunsul and
O. N. Marron on the governor's right.
Mr. Marron Introducing the guests to
the governor as they passed In line
before hlin.
In spile of the formal nature of the
affair there was an appreciable lack
of stiffness about, the presentations,
and each guest received a hearty
handshake and a pleasant smiling word
from the governor. In about nn hour's
time the entire assemblage had paid
their respects to the governor and
the lanclng was begun. The governor mingled freely with the guests,
dancing several times and stopping
here and there to chat with different
groups of those present, making himself so entirely at home as to win the
everlasting friendship of those having
tv.e affair in charge.
Shortly before
midnight,
light refreshments
were
served, after which the dancing was
continued, the reception n6t breaking
up until ;l o'clock this morning.
A
guests were
number of
present at the reception, among thorn
being several of the bankers who are
here for the bankers' convention, and
a number of Santa Fe citizens.
Today the governor arose early. In
spite of tlie Ftrenuous day and night
he had experienced and met several
of the local politicians for a conference on political matters pertaining to
tne appointment of a probate clerk.
At noon today the governor lunched
with Judge Ira A, Abbott, ,as that gentleman's guest, and spent the afternoon In meeting and chatting
with
friends and acquaintances.
Tonight
the governor will le the guest of honor
at a banquet to be given at the Al- varado hotel by the bankers. Gov
ernor Hagerman will return to Santa
Fe tomorrow.

FKBRUARY

pring
Spring

GREAT SUCCESS

By The Citizen Publishing Company
w.

FRIDAY,

121 N.

Third Street
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Wholesale liquor and

Ctar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlo.

UP TO DATE SIGN'S
208

Crown Studio

WEST SILVER AVE.

FURNITURE

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215 Vi West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

EXCHANGE

ANDSTORAGE

CO.

Furmture Crated For Shipment
Sold cn ComTtcsion.
J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Gold Ave.

and

a.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Works

Proprietor
8outh Second Street

F. 8. HOPPINQ,
321

large uhlpment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
itepairing or
Tribune Bicycles.
Before buying give us a call.
estate-nota- ry kinds.

Just received,

A. SLEYSTER

insurance; reai,

PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

Automatlo Telephone,

174.

PIONEER BAKERY

DAUJNQ, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling BroO
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking. Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
81MON

For colds, coughs, broiicultis and all
inmr rilHOHBca. iiso Compound Syrup
60 cents a bottle at
Eucalyptus.
COPP, D. D. S. of
B.
Huppe's.
Room 17, N. T. Armtjo Bulldlnal
Try a Citizen want ad.

F.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

13. IT.
First

SL

BRIGGS & COMPAINrr

PROP'S. ALVAKADO PHARMACY
and Gold Are.

Both Phone.

0000000
MISSION FURNITURE

i'

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER

0

latest Designs Just Received, from

Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Hacks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rorkers.

The McBrian Furniture Co,

0
0

FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY

ALBUQUEKOUE

16, 1906.
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Governor liagerman's Action in Conley's Hanging
Case Attorney of Conley Believes in

the Insanity of His Client.
NAME PROBATE

MEETING PLACE

OF OFFICIAL CHARACTER

CLERK PROBABLY

TOMORROW

Embudo and Santa Fe. to tl.e effect and substitute news.
that. John Conley, the condemned murderer, who was t have been hanged HEALTH UNDERMINED
today, was violently Insane.
BY CONFINEMENT
The message was immediately rushand
hotel
ed over to the Alvarado
uhnu-- n
tn fTnvernor Hnffermfln.
racy M. B. Thompson, a memthat berAitof the law firm of Ketielujn &
At first, the governor stated
lie would take no cognizance
Thompson, of Santa Fe, who was In
news, Inasmuch as It was not official, the city yesterday and last night,
It
trr
upon
hut after deliberating
Handling the Albuquerque end of the
awhile, and wanting to give the con- last effort to save John Conley from
chance,
that iianging. returned to Santa Fe this
demned murderer every
he should lie entitled to for ibis life, morning,
of having done
decided to grant a reprieve of one his duty.
was
week, full particulars of which
The week's reprieve in the sentence
contained in yesterday's Issue of The of Conley, which was granted by GovEvening Citizen.
ernor Hagerman yesterday, was due
At 4:3d o'clock yesterday afternoon to a great extent, to the efforts of Mr.
sheriff at Thompson.
the governor wired to theTeprieve
had
Taos, via Eml.ud , that a
In speaking of the matter last night,
been granted. As there Is no tele- Mr. Thompson said: "I am not surgraphic communication between those prised in the least to hear of Conley
two towns, a messenger on horseback going Insane. He was a total wreck
was dispatched from Emlmdo to Taos in both mind and body, when taken tv
with the official message, leaving Em-If Taos for execution, as a result of
lmdo last night at 7:30 o'clock, and
months' confinement and a horror of
not Intercepted and held up by friends the gallows. Being a mining man,
have
slwuld
'he
boy,
of the murdered
and used to the open air, his Jail
arrived at Taos this morning between sentence told on his constitution more
2
o'clock.
1
the hours of and
than it would have had he been a man
Deputy Sheriff Fred Fornoff. acting used t indoor life. That he should
messenger,
this
left
as the governor's
go totally Insane, seems quite plausicity lat night for Santa Fe, bearing ble to me."
with
reprieve,
the official notice of the
The firm of Renehan & Thompson,
Instructions to proceed overland fivm assisted by Attorney Lusk, of Taos,
possible
Santa Fe to Taos as fast ns
took up the matter of securing a reand to investigate Into the man s al- prieve for Conley on last Tuesday,
leged insanity.
after a personal appeal made by Geo.
There Is much speculation rife as B. Paxton to Governor Hagerman had
messenger
that left failed. Paxton Is a mining man of
to whether the
Embudo for Ta;?. will) the official Taos county, and a friend or the
telegram, will reach thee in time to doomed man.
delay the execution, as it has been
Governor Hagerman stated at the
freely hinted that in the event of a time of turning down Paxton's apreprieve being granted at the last peal, that he would not Interfere with
Redding
hour friends of James
the execution of the murderer, unless
would see to it that the message some new evidence could be produced
would not reach the sheriff of Taos in Conley's favor.
county in time to save the life of the
condemned man.
APPOINTMENT
The delay last niKht In reaching CLERKSHIP
Embudo, after Espanola and Tres
PROBABLY TOMORROW
l'iedras had been tried and no one secured to convey the official reprieve
As there is considerable speculation
telegram across the mountainous ana
as
to the outcome of the appointment
to
gave
rise
Taos,
country
to
Bandy
probate clerk, vice James A. Sumfor
been
had
operators
report
that the
the
of
mers,
deceased, a representative
of
friends
only
up
the
by
not
held
on Govercalled
Evening
Citizen
The
by
also
but
murdered,
Redding,
James
Hagerman ut his room at the Althe friends of Charles Purdy, who was nor
this morning, and found the
varado
However,
time.
same
killed at the
to arguments
listening
gentleman
alove,
announced
telegram,
as
a later
of the board of county
from
members
coura
that
was received, stating
commissioners in behalf of Siegfried
ier was secured at Embudo. and left Grunsfeid, who is a candidate for the
night
last
that station at 7:20. o'clock
office. Mr. Grunsfeld was also presfor Taos.
ent, and probably had stated his qualifications for the position.
EXECUTION DID
Th governor accompanied the reporter to the hallway, and, to quesNOT TAKE PLACE tions stated:
"There are several candidates' iu
field for the probate clerk vacanGovernor Hagerman, who Is not in the
cy." said tfie governor, "and all are
regardAlbuquerque,
in
but
Fe.
Santa
very
qualified for the position as
less of the sensational Conley story far aswell
1 can see.
I have listened to
today
Press
to
Associated
wired
the
qualifications of the
merits
the
and
reFe,
this
afternoon
late
from Santa
candidates from their friends
ceived a'telegram from Embudo that several
have
made the acquaintance of
and
station
messenger,
who
left that
the
all the aspirants in the field, but have
2
o'clock
at
night,
Taos
last
reached
made up my mind yet as lo what
this morning, and a few minutes later not
appointment, should be made. I shall
govthe
I,ucero
had handed to Sheriff
return to Santa Fe tomorrow mornernor's telegram granting Conley a ing, and will probably announce the
reprieve for one week, so he could appointment for probate clerk of this
investigate into the reKrt of Conley's county tomorrow afternoon or not
alleged insanity.
later than Monday morning, and I
United States hope the gentleman I shall name for
Fted Fornoff. deputy
s
th.-nlgiil
city lass
marshal, who left
the office will be satisfactory to the
for Taos, to investigate into the san- li) pie of this county. At. present my
Taos,
ity of Conley, has also reached
mind is not full made up as to who
but the Embudo messenger got there will receive the appointment."
several hours 'before, an (lit was the
It was learned today that A. E.
latter, not Mr. Fornoff, who reached Walker, city alderman from the First
Sheriff I.ucero In time to stay the ward, and bookkeeper at the lumber
hanging for at least one week, al- yard of J. C. Ualdrldge. Is the latest
though Mr. Fornoff. from all reports, candidate out for the office. He has
tried hard to get to Taos first with secured some endorsements, among
them being the name of Ed. L. Medler,
the reprieve news.
Some one at Santa Fe has been
assistant United States attorney for
on the Associated Press all New Mexico. Mr. "Walker has had
day today, for if the agent for the big some experience as probate and also
news gathering corporation at Den- as district court clerk, and therefore
ver wanted correct information on will not be a new man at performing
the time of reprieve, all he had to do- the duties of probate clerk, should be
was to have read the news under Al- receive the plum.

'

GUBERNATORIAL

POPE SCHRADER
BEE

According to the San Diego Union,

RE- -

TURNS TO JERUSALEM
Pope Schrader. of the Divine

Cath-

a marked copy of which was received olic church, whose Jerusalem Is a vilat this office. Colonel W. II. Greer, lage of adobe houses near San Ac as la,
president of the Albuquerque Traction company, who at present is s.v Socorro county, is In Albuquerque,
journing in California, with his wife having just returned from a journey
and Mr. and Mrs. S. T. A. LorUs, of
Chicago, is out for the governorship
of the proposed combined slate of
New Mexico and Arizona. This will
be news to the many friends f Colonel
Greer in this city, as they had no idea
that he hal the 'gubernatorial bee"
in his bonnet when he lelt here for
California. Colonel Greer is expected
borne in the next few days, although
Mrs. (liter will remain much longer,
louring California with Mr. and Mrs.
I .oft is.
Mrs. Greer and Mrs. It'tis
girls together, at the
were school
Marlboro seminary In L s Angeles.

into California. Pope Schrader says
that lie established several churches
.f the Divine Catholic faith in the
land of flowers and golden grain, and
has returned to finish his work in
New Mexico.

The Albuquerque congregation
is
arranging to build a new church at 413
Pacific avenue, where lots were recently purchased. Work on the new
building is to commence in the near
future, but the dimensions of it have
not as yet been determined. Although
the nit tubers of the Divine Catholic
church are largely Spanish speaking,
hLKS WILL ENTERTAIN
Pope Schrader conducts his services
THE NEW GOVERNOR in English, au interpreter- - translating bis sermons into Spanish as he
preaches.
Pope Schrader expects to return to
AT SANTA FE, FEBRUARY 20, TO
WHICH THE LADIES WILL BE Jerusalem within a few days.
INVlTtD.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
The Santa Fe lodge of Elks is prerooming houst
paring to entertain Governor Herbert FOR RENT
Railroad avenue. Apply 17
J. Hagerman at their lodge rooms hi
outn rourth street.
that city, February 20, at which time
RENT Two furnished rooms
each member uill escort a lady, an I
for light housekeeping. Mrs. Sam-ue- l
several prominent citizens, who are
Rhodes, 1S West Coal avenue.
not Elks, will be invited. After the
governor bad accepted the invitation, WANTED At once, good, reliable
woman to wash dishes and help in
he was consul'cd as to what date
kitchou; only those willing to work
would best suit him, and Orally fixed
It
need apply at 305 South First street.
c:iing, February
on Tuesday
pTui filigree
is said that a delegation of Albuquer- I.O.ST Shriuers'
oTd"
que Elks will a'leml the Santa Fe
with turquoise setting.
John
in

Decided Bankers' Conven
tion at This Morning's
Session.

PROGRAM OF TONIGHT'S

date, published this mornH John Conloy is alive tonight when buquerque
and
ing
In the Denver Republican
Eventhe sun sots, he will have The
News, and if he wanted additional
ing Citizen to thank fur such a con- facts, he should have asked Albuquerque correspondents today for it, then
tinuance of his earthly existence.
the afternoon newspapers on this cirpaper
this
yesterday
afternoon
Iate
wculd not have to pay for false
cuit
via
Taos,
telepram
from
a
received

COLONEL GREER HAS

So

TV

Ktsslon

of the

BANQUET

New

Mexico

Hunkers' association passed off In perfect harmony, barring one Incident,
that referring to membership of bankers outside of the territory.
The constitution as read, permitted
all tankers win are
of
the territory, "mini de plume" membership, that Is. the right to participate in all meetings of the association, hut without the privilege of a
vote.
Mr. Hoskir.s, of

Wingo and himself had hoped to
membership In the
association, they were satisfied with
the action of tht convention. He was
between the
In favor of harmony
hankers of the territory, as only by
harmony could successful banking be
carried on and failures averted. He
believed In crippled banks being allied
financially by those enjoying success,
and of honest methods being employHe thought
ed between competitors.
that the secret of success In New Mexico bankers and those In El Paso,
(Mr. Coles explained with considerable emphasis that he would always
consider El Paso a part of New Mexico's banking Institutions), could be
laid to the fact cf the great conservatism displayed, and that the bankers
"I must, in this conare
nection, repeat what the secretary of
the American Hankers' association at
Washington remarked, in spiking of
those delegates from this section of
the country, I. e., that if you are not
you
farmers,
certainly
look like
them."
Vote of Thanks Extended.
On motions of t). N. Marron and A.
F. Kerr, of Silver City, a vote of
Messrs.
to
thanks was extended
Wingo and Coles and to the linkers
of Albuquerque, the people of the
Duke City and the press, for generosity, excellent manner of entertainment and courtesies extended. The
convention then adlJurued.
Drives About th City,
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon the
delegates mot at the Commercial club
parlors from where carriages
were
taken and drives to various points of
Interest In and adjacent to the city,
enjoyed.
Committees accompanied
the visitors. Among those places visited were the Rio Grande Woolen
mill, Albuquerque Wool Scouring mill,
American Lumler company's plant,
Indian school, court house, Old Albuquerque, the free public library and
the University of New Mexico. All
were very favorably Impressed with
what they saw.
The Banquet Tonight.
The banquet to be tendered at the
Alvarado this evening will bring to a
close tho first meeting of tho New
Mexico Bankers' association. It Is to
be given by the local financiers, and
will be most, elaborate. The cover to
the evening's program. In addition to
stating the nature of the event, and
In whose honor It is given, bears the
following significant, words: "Welcome, My Friends, All."
The fallowing menu will be served:

ls

Vegas, moved
as an amendment that tht bankersof
the towns of Trinidad, Colo., El Paso,
and Amarillo, Texas, be allowed to
become members, with the same privileges as members representing
New
Mtxlco banks, for tne reason that
in
chose
anks
towns were In as close
touch with the business Interests of
the territory as were the New Mexico
institutions, and it seemed to 1e only
pride for the name
organization that
many to want nonresidents to have only honorary nicra-- '
bershlp.
The vote on the amendment showed
8 for and 13 against, hence It was lost,
and the organization was made exclusively New Mexican.
Organization Christened.
Until O. N. Marron, of this city, offered the motion naming the association tne New Mexlo.n Bankers- association. It n name was the Hankers'
Association of New Mexico. The vote
was unanimous for the motion.
Executive Committee Named.
The convention named the following gentlemen as members of the executive committee:
Three Year Term Cashier E. A.
Cahoon. of the First National bank
of RoRwell; W. D. Murray, of tho Silver City National bank, ami W. S.
Strickler, vice president and cashier
of the Hank cf Commerce, of Albuquerque.
Two Year Term D. T. Hosklns, ol
the San Miguel National bank, of
Las Vegas; Nathan Jaffa, of the Citizens' National bank, of Roswell, and
Frank McKee, cashier of the First National bank, of Albuquerque.
One Year Term L. H. Brnwn. of
the Hank of Detning: Joseph Price, ol
Price Urns., Soo rro. and H. H. Jones,
of the First National bank, of Santa
of-th-

-

Governor Did Not Speak.
The program called for nn address
this morning by Governor Hagerman.
New Mexico's chief executive was not
present, however, nnd according to
T. M. Wingo. of El Paso, who breakfasted with the governor this morning, there were few chances of his
putting in an appearance, f.r Governor Hagerman informed Mr. Win- go that he had not been invited to
address the bankers, and did not know
that iie was expected to do so until
that moment.
. Thi. Morning'
Session.
At 10:15 o'clock this morning President Ulackwell called tho convention
to order, and called upon Rabbi J. H.
Kaplan for prayer. After the divine
blessings ihnd been Invoked, a discussion ensued on practical banking
quest kins.
Taxation of Banks.
five
O. N. Marron devoted about
minutes to a talk on tlio topic of
"Taxation of Hanks." He said that at
present all banks were taxed for til)
per cent of their par value, which was
out of all proportion to. the taxation
cf any other property. In this county,
Mr. Marron said, property other than
banks, was taxed at about. 33 percent
of its par value, while in most communities In the territory, it was only
about 15 per cent. This, he thought,
was unjust discrimination, and should
be remedied. Mr. Marron suggested
that the assciatlon make uniform returns as to the par value of Its banks,
say, at 33 ier cent, and if the assessors enlarged upon these figures, as
unquestionably they would, to say, CO
per cent, to resist the same, appeal
to the county board of equalization,
and then to the territorial board of
equalization, in order to get the matter properly before the courts. R. J.
Palen thought there was a territorial
law relative to. this matter, and that
the territorial Ixiard had no right to
have h say as to how much banks
should be taxed. Mr. Palen did not
approve of the plan to fix a uniform
rate, for, as he explained, that al
though two tanks in one place might
be capitalized for tho same amount,
the shares of tue might bo many
times higher Jn value than the other.
A general discussion then ensued, the
result being to permit matters to take
their course until some future time
was a trifle
when the association
older. Many were of the opinion that
the purpose of the association might
be injured by assuming an aggressive
attitude while still un infant, and that
much more could be accomplished by
waiting a little while.
The Next Meeting Place.
Three cities were pr.osed for next
yar's meeting piaoe. O. N. Marron
extended an invitation for the asso
ciation to come to Albuquerque again
next September, at. which time the ter
ritorial fair will be in progress. D.
T. Hoskins, of I.as Vegas, ixko In
favor of his home city. .Mayor McKee
united with the Iis Vegas forces, and
upon his uiui I 'ii, the clerk cast a
unanimous ballot iu favor of I .as
Vegas. Mr. HosUins said that the fair
would be held there In September,
which would be an excellent time for
holding the convention. As the executive committee is vested with the
IMiwer to select the time, nothing In
this respect was decided upon by the
convention. In all probability. It will
be some lime during fair week, how
ever.
Communication Read.
The clerk read a letter from the
Mexico City bank requesting membership, and a teligram from the American National bank at San Francisco,
which in substance, wished the New
Mexico Hankers' association a success
The same were ordered
ful future.
filed.

Invitation to Luncheon.

President Rlaekwcll rad au invitafr m T. M. Wingo and A. I. Coles,
of El Paso, which asked the convention to join them at luncheon at the
Alvarado. The Invitation was acceptMr. Coles took the
ed with thanks.
opiKtrtuiiity to make an address, which
Mr.in substance was that although

t
Caviar Hellevue.

i

lllue Points.
Celery.
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Elks' Theatre
FEB. 24

SATURDAY,
Farewell

Testimonial

Have Removed to the New r i
Staab Building

to

Mme. Helena

I0DJESKA
In-

Price

$1

r rr'fi'

to $2

.....3

Box Seats

CURTAIN RISES AT 8:30

Furniture,

Seats on sale at. Matson's Monday,
February 19, at 8 o'clock,
subscribers only.
Sale opens at public library February 21.

fr

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD

HOUSE WIRING A 8PECIALTY.
Electric; Gas & Combination
Fixtures

AVE.

South western

MOM
BREAD

Electric &
I0H.-P- .

MAKER
mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

The hands do

4

doufh.

a

AIL.. ..

0

AVE.

Ice Cream.
Cake.

O O O O O o o

s

o o

--

v

o

The St. Elmo

;

Finest Whiskies

?SEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
t 20 West Railroad Avenoe
o o o
0
SMOKE

0. W. Strong's Sons

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

0!

CLUB ROOMS

O

O

(

O

O

ClffltlM

HAVANA CIGARS
sold by all Dealers

STRONG BLOCK.

Assorted e

-

--

La

Roast. Squab, Sur Canape.

Chicken Salad, Mayonnaise.

:

i
i
rounary
anai macnine
works
It. f. MALL, Rroprfrtor
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Iron and Brass
Bhaftlin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Tronta
for
Buildings.
Repmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m tpmclmlty
Foundry east ulde of railroad track.
Albuquerque, K. X.

I

Albuquerque t
Hardware
Company

r

Hiumjuerque

O
O

Asparagus.

Go.

.

not touch the

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

Construction

6. E, Induction Motor

21S South Second Street.
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, WTieeler Co.

0

Maraschino Punch.

and Draperies

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.

6
lloileil Hass, Hollandaise.
pommes, Parlsienne. Cucumbers. a

Napolitan

Carpets

Tour under the direction of
MR. JULES MURRY.

Cruse Fils Sautcrne.
Tenderloin of Ileef, Larded
Champignons.
6
e
Mashed Potatoes.
Sweetbread Patties, Gastrononime,

n

r

8HARP.

k

Moet Chandon's White Seal.

AVENUE

"LADY MACBETH.

Radishes.

Olives.

RAILROAD

308-3- 10

-

Consomme, eti Tasse.

Rosa.

tion
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LAS VEGAS NEXT

EXECUTIVE INFORMATION

EVENING CITIZEN

Rich and fragrant

'

6

11

'

equefort

Cheese.

UNDERTAKERS

Crackers.

THE

Cafe Noir.

e

Marron will art as taostrnasler
and the following responses will be
rendered:
Hon. Herbert J. Hagerman bxgkqa
"The
President of the United
States May he always merit the es
teem nnd affection of a people, ever
ready to bestow gratitude on those
who deserve it," Hon. Herbert J, Ha
Scrmnn.
"The Indies"
We admire them for their beauty,
Respect them for their intelligence,
Adore them for their virtue.
And love them because we can't help
C. N. Hlackwell.
It."
"The Press The press, right or
wrong; when right, to be kept, right,
when wrong, to be set right," Dr. Geo.
O. N.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

enjoyed by most ladles in spite of
smoking theni-kctvcNo gentleman need fear to
astk permission to smoke a WHITE
LILY CIGAR In the presence of his
sweetheart or best girl, ax they are
remarkable for the fragrance and purity of their smoke.
Is

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

OOOOOOCOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Wootton

Myer,

&

Real Estate
AND

GOOD

their objections to

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

ODOR OF A REALLY
CIGAR

A.
113Ja

J.

WEST

s.

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

RENTALS

Ranches

Farms

and

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD

T. Gould.

"The City of Albuquerque No mean
city.
Paul, of larsus. Henry D.
Bowman.

Correspondence Solicited,
U'3 S. Third St.,
ALHUQUERQUE . . . . N.

The following committees are re
sponsible for the smooth and success
ful manner In w hich every part of the
convention took place:
Finance and Arrangement W. S.
Strickler, chairman; M. W. Flournoy
and J. B. Herndon.
Banquet Committee W. H. Gillen-water- ,
chairman: Frank McKee, Roy
McDonald and W. .1 Johnson.
M.
Entertainment
Committee R.
Merritt. chairman; N. Rapier and R.
A. Frost.
Commercial Club Executive Com
mittee W. S. Hopewell, chairman:
C. E. Newcomer. W. S. Strickler, M.
W. Flournoy, ).
Marron, Noa
Men, G. E. Bro ks
Wallace II,
and .1. C. Baldridgc.
HAWLEY-HUNTE-

Bottled

In

MELINI & EAKIN
Sola Agents.
Automatic Phone, 199.

INSTRUCTIONS.
HALL DAMriiur.

DAY

NIT.MT

LADIES FREE.

nflnriJ

AT

THE COLOMBO

c.rnnni

catiid.-

r.FNTlFMCM

t.n-

1
4

J

2

j

J

i

M0N0BATY'-'

:

0 '

'

VilADI MARK

:

"- -'(
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LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lnni'h and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be

sened promptly at any hour of the

nif-'tit- .

l'rlces will be from 25c to 30c.

M. GRENADINO

& CO.

Wlien you want something in

House

FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,
AND

STOVES

RANGES

Go To

L. Kcppcler

323

RANKIN
FIRE INSURANCE,

&

CO.

REAL ESTATE

.
'

Borradaile

& Co.

the
Furnishing Line oeoaoaoaoaoaoaoeoao

t

Q

i

i1

Albuquerque, N. M.

South Second St.
IIUliL-spile paid for household
One hundred pair.-- , of boy's Knee
pants, worth t)e and 75c. special, -- :,c gmxU. New and second band goods
per pair. Simon Stern, thi. Ilailroa.l Inupli' and sold. Phones: Store-R-ed
House Black 2C3.
avenue clothier.
rr

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

J
2

Bond.

0

nu Chas.

A rr- -r

114

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

HOME.

DANCING!

M. BERGER,

i

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

WELL
ALBUQUERQUE
KNOWN
COUPLE UNITED IN MARRIAGE

DANCING!
FROM Q Trt 15

the most Important of all; that
the selection of proper flour,

There Is no difficulty about thi If
Km press flour Is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be un-surpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that yery
reason.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

NUPTIALS
CELEBRATED LAST MGHT

evening i t the home of He
groom, Mrs. Helm Hunter of thiseity.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Camera!, was united in marriage to Percy
Hawley, son of the late C. B. Hawley.
The wedding was iiuietly solemnized
In the presence of a few
Intimate
friends of the contracting
parties.
Rev. John W. Barr n, pastor of tin
Congregational cJiurch, officiating.
Mr. Hawley Is a well known business man of Albuquerque, being the
proprietor of the "Hawley on the Corner" lxxik and stationery store on
South Second street. The hrbl.. is
also well and favorably known.
An elaborate wedding- dinner followed th ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Hawlev will res'.'., at. tku
home.

Is
M.

THE CELEBRATED

R

AT GROOM'S

Is

MAKING.

iyMSJ

oooocooooo

"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over th Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18

N. T. Armljo Building.

LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Annljo Building.

LOW RATFA

0

XL

ALHUQUEKQUE RVKK1NO CITIZEN,

i
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YOUTHFUL WIZARD OF THE CUE WHO

A

Bit of. Arizona j

..Scenery..

FRIDAY,

MOST ANYTHING

V

By A. W. A.

WON THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP ooooooooooooco

1

FEBRUARY

16, 1906.

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System

Paris dispatch says It Is believed
Honl will assume
a gentlemanly attitude. Now you know what
Is. He's a man who can
Manuelltos, N. M., Feb. 1.V About an optimist
Between the Great 8outhweit and Kansas City, St. Louli, Chicago,
send a dispatch like that.
the
across
just
here,
Fred-tricfrom
k
seven
miles
and alt points North and East by the
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Also for all polnU on the All trains daily.
be
Oias turned nctor. GORGE.
is
with the result that a strong league created by the seizure of the Mem- under
This
to
longest
the
l.elieved
confighter
Another
Smathers
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
may be built up. phis Gold Cup by a deputy sheriff in spire,! tin, charge that Spear,
f
trotn Charlie Neary of Milwaukee, has Join- Creeds branch.
Edward record that can be produced
villi George
S. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A..
is
and
aggregation,
be retneinliered ed a merry-makinany
pairs of boy's knee
to
One
is
It
hundred
Dils'ate,
and
Lou
reShiiders and others to defeat
Denver, Colo.
Friends ttt Buddy Ryan, the welter- New York, acting on a writ of
pants, worth 50c and 75c, special. 25c
that Colonel Chavez also d wited a making the rounds of the burlesque
Ocweight fiahtar, will give hlru a benefit plevin. Klmer 12. Smathers won per- lon, Major Delniar's opponent, on
B.
A.
Freight
per"palr.
BARNEY, Traveling
Simon Stern, the Railroad
"dope number of years to the service of his houses. He meets all comers and does
ln Chicago to raise founds to pay for manent possession of the cup by the tober IK, lu4, by the use of
and Passenger Agent.
cvuntry as an officer in the army.
clothier.
a monologue.
an operation ln the hope of aavmg victories of hi troitera, Lord Derby on Dillon.
A
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ONLY

A

ONE GLASS ONLY

OUT BY CASTRO

FEW DAYS AND

ONLY A FEW PIECES

LEFT

THIRD STREET

LOOKING THROUGH

FRENCHMAN BARRED

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Harmony prevails at Albuquerque, All Kinds of Freeh and Salt Meats.
Steam 8ausage Factory.
so far as the coming city election Is
E.MIS KLEINWORT,
concerned. The Journal says there Is
a total absence of partisanship, and Masonic Building, North Third Street
l
that a fusion ticket Is probable.
Record.
K
It Is evident lo The Evening Citizen
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
Record,
editor
of
the
the
the
that
BRUSHKS.
democratic paper of Roswell, can only
see one sle; or, in other words, look
Leather.
Harness, Saddle, Lap
ing through one glass only. While Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palthere is plenty of harmony here, metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave vears and
neither the republican or democratic Mops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
AND
parties of Albuquerque will be so Pelts.
foolish as to follow the advice of the U9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Morning Journal, a paper without a
party, for the leaders of the two great
Established In 1882
parties are fully aware of the moG.
&?CO.
tives which prompted that paper to
propose a fusion ticket, with all the Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Tas.
&
Hcekln
Co.'s
Coffees. Im
members of tne present council sucboder.'a Granite Flour.
ceeding themselves.
Probably some
of the present meniiiers of the city
council have had enough of public
x
life, but if they have not, let them
Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our alM.
Oliver Talgny was eharse come before the primaries or convenready well equipped laundery a machine wKb. which we can handle
d'affaires In Venezuela until January tion and announce their candidacy Hillnboro
woolen without shrinking. When we are through with them they
Creamery Butter Best on
13th. when he went al ard a French and not be "hamlioozled" into running
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ui
Eanb.
on a mongrel ticket at the dictations
vessel In La Guayra harbor and
and we will straighten them out for you.
tro refused to allow him to
of the morning organ. No fusion for Orders Solicited.
Kree Delivery.
again.
the republicans. They demand, and
214 South Second Street.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
Arrived in New York. February 7th, will get a straight republican ticket.
and is now In Washington to report to
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Ambassador Jusserand the French
Frightfully Burned.
HAT. GRAIN AND FEED
troubles In Venezuela.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of
Wholesale and Retail
DCXXXXXXXXXXXJOOCXXXXXXXlOal
M. Taigny
says that the whole Ford City. Pa., had his hand frightHIDES. PELTS AND WOOI.
"GOOD
HORSES!" WHY
trouble with President Castro is a fully burned in an electrical furnaoo
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
craze for gold.
He applied
Bucklen'a Arnica Salv 602 South First Street Both Phones
Make matters match. If you're the
He does n t believe French peo- with the usual result, "a quick and
ple and property are in danger in permanent cure." Greatest healer on
proud possessor ot a fine horse or
A. D.
Venezuela, because the people take earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Ej-- .
team
see to It that their equipment !
no Interest In Castro's troubles.
zenm and Piles. 2ac, at all
in keeping with their worth. We have
Talgny denies that the French cable
a reputation for turning out harneas
officials took part, as alleged by Castro, in the conspiracy of Mates against
which bears critical Inspection from
TOUR EUROPE FREE
the Venezuelan government.
any viewpoint strength, style, duraHouse
moving,
well
making,
water
He doubts that there will be any
bility, price moderation.
pipe
laying,
As to the
pumps,
tanks and wind
war aa a result of the unpleasantness. THE COURIER-JOURNATO TAKE mills.
Irrigating plants a specialty.
latter, we will be glad to quote yo
YOUNG
NINETEEN
WOMEN Ranch deep
well supplies.
cost any time you ask it. Please ask.
GRAND OLD WOMAN DYING j ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.
Is conductlnc
The Courier-JournLead Avenue and First Street,
ALBUQUERQUECARRIAGE
CO.
a popularity contest that eclipses anything of the kind ever promoted in
CXDCXX)CKXXXXXX)OCXXXXXXXXJa
that section. Briefly, the Courier Automatic
Phone
308;
Colorado
Journal proposes to take on a seven-week- s'
Red 131.
tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Ixmlsville, July
Gentral Building Supplies
1!. until it returns to "The Old Kentucky Home," August 29. To give all
a chance the Courier-Journhas divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
Southern Indiana Into eighteen districts, and the most popular young
woman from each district Is to be tho
one to make the tour. The nineteenth
young lady is to be selected in another way. Readers of the Courier-Journnre to select the guests for
the paper, by ballot. It is estimated
that tho trip alone will cost the Courier-Journal
about $15.0on, to sny
PRESERVE VOUR HEALTH I
nothing of incidental and other necessary expenses. There may be a young
Krvp wrin and enjoy
dftlrB by wearing a
,
SUSAN HROWNELL ANTHONY.
woman from this section who Is a
Write the
Ako 80 (Feb. 15); born Massachu- candidate for this tour.
Courier-Journa- l,
Louisville, Ky., for a
Frost King
setts.
list of candidates and full details of
Taught school from ase of 13.
Frost Queen
Ihe tour.
At 30 was a temperance lecturer.
Chamois
Vest
Aided in organiziiiR the first womMnd ot ehamnl, niinforrd
One Minute Cough Cure contains not
an's temperance society.
with UnniiBl liglit, luttand
an atom of any harmful drups, and it
WHOLESALE
To-- k
part actively in the demand has
I.ika
been curing cougs, colds, croup
In thin
and RETAIL
for emancipation of the slaves.
vuMa
tore.
the
are
gunrnnloeil
Was organizer of the Women's Na- and whooping cough so long that it
lo give enlirr mit Ufnctioa.
Albuquerque, N. M.
has proven itself to be a tried and
tional Loyal League during the war.
I'rk. S4.00
Fob Sals lit
Took up the cause of woman's suf- true friend to the many who use it.
No need to fear of your child choking
frage exclusively after the war.
WE ARE LED TO BELIEVE
Co.
Began a great campaign in Kansas from croup with One Minute Cough The Williams
that our plumbing work and our
in I8ti7 with Elizabeth Cady Stanton Cure handy. Sold by all druggists.
BLUE FRONT STORE.
o
charges therefor are giving eminent
and Lucy Stone.
117 W. RaJlroad Ave.
Both phones.
Mike Sullivan, who was beaten by
Set the west afire with her enthusisatisfaction.
If we havea't had the
Joe Gans, will have a chance to reasm and fortitude under ridicule.
pleasure of doing anything in that line
oooooooocoocooccoooococxo
himself.
deem
He
been
matched
has
Fined $100 for voting in a New
!
for you, these few words seek your
The Best Place to Eat
X
York congressional election In 1872. with Mike Ward, the Canadian welterweight, for a
patronage. You'll not regret turning
battle at the
Tho fine was never collected.
opening show of Morris levy's lioxlng
8
Wlt.l Kllzflliuth Pg,l.,
your work our way.
Matilda Gage wrote "the History of ,?lub at boa AnKeles on February 28th.
has broken away from the
j Ievy
Woman Suffrage '
hana;
Pr0liH'
Has taken part in eight different ' f'KhtinK tr"Ht
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE. 8
The
Heating &
tne sons
stale camnaiens for
nn.it.,ti..i of biff. :"uracllvt! P"'8
OOOOOOOOOOOCOCXXXXXOC)00
amendment enfranchising women.
Has been granted a hearing hefore
Plumbing Company
The Yellow Fever Germ
TOTI A GRAOI
committees of congress annually since
has recently
been discovered. It Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Auto1869.
matic, 671.
Has lectured all over the United bears a close resemblance to the maGrain
and
Fuel.
laria germ. To free tho system from Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
States and in England.
ococxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxioooooej
LXUXXXtXXXXXXXXXXX
diwraso germs, the most effective
Has been a prolific magazine
and Cigars. Place your orders for
remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
LONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND
WE
this line with us.
GIVE
Ouaira.nted to cure all diseases due to
You best satisfaction
NORTH THIRD STREET.
In mill
FEED
STABLES
malaria Hlson and constipation. 25c
Luckiest Man in Arkansas.
work.
Corner Second and Marquette.
druggists.
all
at
"I am the luckiest man In Arkan
pooooocooooooooooooooooo
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
sas," writes II. L. Stanley, of Hrtino
Cerrlhoa
8
Amarlemn
Block
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXX30000C)O0O0
"since the restoration of my wife's
health after five years of continuous
wd CURE the LUNGS
coughing and bleeding from the lungs;
and I owe my good fortune to the
riRE
INSURANCE.
'world's greatest medicine. Dr. King's
WITH
Secretary
Building Assoclv
Mutual
New
Discovery for Consumption,
tion. Office at J. C. Raldrldge's Lumwhich I know from experience will
C. (IRAN N IS, Prop.
ber yard.
cure consumption if taken in time.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
My wife im proved with the first botCOKE - MILL WOOD
Day and Night Hack.
tle and twelve bottles completed the
Albuquerque,
M. DRAGOIE
Mexico.
New
rCNSUMPTIQN
Price
KINDLING
cure." Cures the worst coughs and
XX I X X I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
In
Dealers
OUGHS
&
and
50c
$1.00
colds or money refunded. At all drug0L0S
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Free Trial.
gists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
N. PEACH & CO.
free.
Sorest And tiu,ckr!3t Cure for all
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
o
THP.OAT r.ni LUKO TROUBall kinds of Fresh Meat
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
A Citizen want ad will get the busiGOTH 'PHONES
LES, or JTONKT BACK.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 208 Vtf- ness. Try one.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
i KJOCIOCOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXDOOO
i
West Gold Avenue.
I
Hos-wel-

Thos.

Better take advantage of this
great Carpet and Rug Sale. A few
real bargains left that wilt be cut
closer to close out by Saturday.
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Wholesale Grocers

etcher

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

ALBUQUERQUE

J.

D. EMMONS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Both Phones.

Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St.

F.

Viaduct

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES
"

GROSS, KELLY

PRATT

&,

CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

"R!ScK?8

I

I

LAS VEGAS

HI

JOHNSON

General Contractor

L

i !$T"F7
How the New Knglander must

enw the middle west manufacturer

not).
For. see, to reach the southern market, Chicago need send her
of
Industry little more than, half as far as the Boston manufacturerfruit
need
Bend his.
He should not only get his goon's there quicker, lrtit much more
cheaply.
Hut. does he find transportation cheaper?
Well. no. Not so you could notice it. It costs him more.
oF"Jm cllicaKa to Montgomery, Ala., the rate on first class freisht is
$1.38: from Noston, $1.20.
There is no danger of Chicago cutting into Boston's baked bean trade
at this rate.
,

OwOtKC0C0X50C00

RAILROAD TOPICS
Thomas De.Mott, who was seriously
Injured in the Morley wreck the otlier
lay. has finally Ween taken to the hospital at I .a Junta. All the other injured men are recovering.
The Dawson branch of the El Paso
Southwestern now boasts of a daily
passenger train lioth ways each day,
connecting with both an cast and west.
Santa Fe train at French. It is said
to be an experiment, and if It pays,
fwill be made regular.

VEGAS
GET

NiH(Jliaiion.s

MAY

pf&

al

d

e

R-c-

cut-off-

a a in
oldIckoby

WAGONS

tr

v

Drug

,.,..

Pollock Ts

1

rr

KILL.

COUCH

Or. King's
m Discovery i

Restaurant

COAL
$6.00 Per

Standard

A. E. WALKER,

Ton

W.H.Hafm&Co

m.

IS lEST

EST. IBME.
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New exico
Located on the Bcen Cut-o- ff
of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa re Railway

NOT

PhUPS-DODG- E

SCREEN DOORS

al

perfvet-nutng-

The other night the railroad men
within a radius of loo miles of Tex
line, who could conveniently or inconMERCHANT TAILORING
veniently do so, congregated at the little city on the plains, celebrating the UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
formal owning cf the new Texline hoRAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMtel, just completed by the Colorado
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Southern, which will be such a vast
comfort 1o the men who are obliged
My merchant tailoring mop Is upto lay over in that city.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avemm
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
SANTA FE SUED
the public. All work guaranteed first
FOR $25,000 DAMAGES. class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
The damage suit of Ira Schroll perience In the business. Suits made
against the Santa Fe Railway com- to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed
pany, is now on trial in the district repaired. The specific I use will and
not
court at Newton, Kan.
Schroll, Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
through his attorneys, von tier Heideu also cleaned and walking skirts made
and Morgan, sues the company for to order. Give me a trial.
$25,000 damages for the loss ief his
O. BAMBINI.
left arm. Schroll was employed by
A
Habit
to Be Encouraged.
the Santa Fe as the hostler. While
The mother who h:is acquired the
at work in the Newton yards one com
of
habit
keeping
on hand a bottle of
l;iy last winter, he was knocked down
and run over by an engine, losing an Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves
herself
great
a
amount of uneasiness
arm. The railroad company is represented by Bowman Ac Bowman, and and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to
which
children are susceptible, are
Wk It. Smith, of Topeka. one cf the
most prominent legal lights In the are quickly cured by its use. It counany
teracts
tendency of a cold to reetate.
sult in pneumonia, and If given as
soon
as the first symptoms of croup
ROAD FOREMAN ROSS
HIGHLY COMMENDED. appear, it will prevent the attack.
John A. Ross, of Las Vegas, who re- This remedy contains nothing Injuricently resigned as road foreman of ous and mothers give It to little ones
engines on the Rio Grande division with a feeling of perfect security,
of the Santa Fe, has received a very t or sale by all druggists.
commendatory letter from S. V. Mull-nix- ,
on his pat services, and expressing regret at his resignation,
says the Optic. In the letter, Mr.
Mullnix says: "I am sure, Mr. Ross,
that your services while on the New
Mexico and Rio Grande divisions in
the capacity of road foreman of engines, was entirely satisfactory, and
here was no fault at all found with
your work."
Mr. Ross had acted in the capacity
of road foreman of engines for about
ten years, but resigned, as his duties
took him t o much away from home.
He can again take an engine between
I. as Vegas and Albuquerque, but has
not yet decided what he will do.
LAS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

(ftHor-lnad- a

The desirability of owning the entire line from. Dawson to Douglas has
been recognized for some time past,
company, it is
and the 1
understood, is determined to obviate
the necessity of paying tolls to the
k
Island on every car of coke.
For a time h was thought to accomplish this end by Che construction of
.
the Lps Vegas
Of late it is
said tUat the railroad officials have
inclined to favor the purchase of the
Rock
Island, track over the gap between Santa Rosa and Tucumcari, if
satisfactory terms can be made.
helps-Dodg-

&

-

f

al

TFWX

LKE

lu'twt'.n the Ihelpn-Ihdj!company arc said lo he under
way for tile Rock Island line between
Santa Hoa and Tucumcari. N. M.,
hay the as Vegas Optic. With this
ki retch uf track, fifty-ninmiles in
length, in i's isissession. the great
company
would
own a direct
copiver
line from the smelters lu Dniglas.
at
fields
Dawson, N.
Ariz., to the coal
M
a distance of KSo miles.
For a number of months operations
were pushed forward actively on the1
survey of a line from Dawson through
l.as Vegas, to a iwdnt near Torrance.!
Of la:e work ;n mis line has been
lagging. The preliminary survey has
been completed, but the survey has
not bem revised, and the surveyors
are given to understand hat there is
no need of h:tste in finishing the work.
Of the officials of the road who are
conversant with the situation, none!
are inclined to speak at present. It
is generally understood that the two
e mpauies are bargaining.!
railroad
and that uo agreement has becu yei
reached.
t'

JLLei

1

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

I

Of 1,000

....

...

buslneci and residence lots, size 23xH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
-- u
..v.u.
street
with alio. 9n fact Mo with bountiful law .
j.
j
churches. Commercial Cub; a population o, ,,600 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments la New Mexico; the Belen Faten?
Ib'o "barre
caE.c.ty
mil.
da
MI
- i
restaurants, etc. ueipn 1A rnu IftrirpRt Kli r,
nri na rnnlnt ...
fnr tvnnl , flnnr
- ., n v, , . nine, Leans ana nay in Central New .Mexico.
juijwrmuce aa a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated.
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MA.L AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE
ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH,
The lota offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many 0t them Improved
s
by cultivation) ; no sand or gravel, We need a
bakery, tailor shop, shoe bousejeweler, plumbing shop, alanlng mill.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a first-clas- s
modern hotel.
ing

70-fo-

116 000;

...

.uti,

Tl

nZXZZZrZZ

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF

L6TS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The Belen Town and Imorovement Comnanv
rA, m Wro

JOHN BECKER, President

,

SLJ.'.JSJP'

N.

M

ALBUOUEKOUE
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CITIZEN

EVENING

br'.on fenle next Wednesday.
February 21.
Prof. II. It I.ail.in. MM"'1 'Inteiuli nt
of the Las Vva public frliools. Is
In the city to attend a nieeting of
educator of the territory held here
Kmioirrw. at which will be present
Professors ('. M. Light, president or
Irani
Silver (.'Py normal: Prof.
Hadiev, territorial superintendent of
Superintendent
public Inst nut ion:
Clark, of the Albuquerque public
schools. The purpose of tjie meeting
Is to adopt a course of study for he
emmon schools and Institutes of New
lie will

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair tonight; colder
tion. Saturday, fair.

RELIABLE

SHOES

PRICES

REASONABLE

AT

are the best
values obtainable for the price and
The Shoes we advertise

we want It distinctly understood that
you can Implicitly rely on what we
say. Some of our shoes probably will
go wrong, but all we ask In such a
case Is to be Informed so we can

make a satisfactory settlement

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.65 to $3.00
$U5 to $4.00
$1.10 to $3.50
$1.25 to $2.25
$100 to $2.25
$ .50 to $1.25

MEN'S DRESS SHOES FROM
MEN'S WORK SHOES FROM
WOMEN'S SHOES FROM
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES OND SLIPPERS FROM
BOYS' SHOES FROM
GIRLS' SHOES FROM
BABIES' SHOES FROM

oooooocoooooo

ri

New Goods

WU

in

east

TARKINGTON QUITE
SURE OF ENCAMPMENT
ADJUTANT RPNCDAl
i

1

r--.

ini
T1

1

A

.

.

AM
BE- -'

Adjutant General Tarkington. who
spent yesterday In the city as a member of the escort or Governor Hager-nian- ,
returned to Santa Fe this morn-

'

are

received, which
insures our customers receiving perfectly tresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and Bell
prices.
lem at
Delng constantly

bed-roc-

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

118

and

120

South Second St

ooooooooooooo
T.

Geo. W. Hkkox

Y. Maynard

The Hickox- - Maynard Co.

16, 1908.

B

Friday and Saturday

ing.

Only

Marsarito Hmnoo, a prrulneni poliRegarding the New Mexico national
was an Albuquertician of la
guard, of which he is the head, AdjuMexico.
que visitor yesterday.
tant Tarkington said:
The litigation over the contented
V. 8. Kulli'i'toi), brother if Captain
"I feel quite sure that wc will be
of the Chuni-Isa- l
control
the
for
eleciton
.lohn
Fullerton, of the territorial
able to give the guard an encamp-- j
EVERY PAIR OF HIGH GRADE
PANTS IN THE
KanclioK do Albuin
ditch
Iis
mounted police, is In the city from querque, whs termini ed today when inent this fall. We have a surplus of!
$4.50
WORTH
to
$6.00
STORE
Socorro.
15.000 on hand, nnd unless the!
District Judge Ablaut decided that about
Inspection
Buerger
will
legally
thej
that
In
representing
Buerger,
C.
place
H.
lake
'he
.lose Carola y Oriego
Francisco next couple or months should find w
Bros.' barber supply bouse uf Denver, elected mayordoiuo nnd
mervery
Diego
on
local
on
equipment,
nnd
short
Is In the. city calling
there will
l.uccro Tomas (Jonzales
chants.
Sanchez the legally elected commis- be plenty left after purchasing the;
supplies
in
needed
action
for the summer, toj
the
Chief Justice William .1. Miu, ' ' sioners. The contestants
pay for a week's outing. Of ecurse.!
Vegas, was among tne dis- were Nlcnnor Martinez. Prhnltlvo
you
Maximo
understand, the guard Is compell-- i
Tonuis Candelarlo and
tinguished guests nt the governor's
Chaves. Attorney Summers Iiurkhait ed to keep tip to a scheduled stand-- '
POSITIVELY TWO DAYS ONLY INCLUDES ANY
reception last, night.
Attorard, both in equipment and quoto ofj
the contestees and
Tonight Is regular drill night for representeil
PAIR IN THE STORE
plainor
contestants
men. If there Is a shortage of equipney
Company O, of the national guards, tiffs. Dobson the
ment,
part
of
regular
allowance
the
be
and all members are requested to
deficiency.!
On February l., at 4 o'clock In the must be spent to supply
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Smoked Meats

Lach-Schinke-
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THe""bEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Sooth Second Street

The Arch Front
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Wh itman s Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
bon-bon-

purt.
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Barnett Building

J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Ltmbe?,
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

First and Marquette,

CO.
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ALBUQUERQUE
-

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Diamond. Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
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North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
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Money to Loan
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Diamond

WHITNEY COMPANY;
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HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
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POIND SALE

that sells still continues
Our Eastern Buyer, who is in the market at
Chicago, is sending us our new Spring stock

We

munstl

SUITS 10.50. $12.50, $13.50 AND $1475

IN BRIGHT,

RELIABLE HEAVY WEIGHTS

ASK TO SEE THEM.

WM. McINTOSH
Colo. Phone 197

OW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves,
selling them out at actual cost.
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C F. MYERS
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DANCING!
FROM 9 TO 12 O'CLOCK. AFTER
INSTRUCTIONS, AT THE COLOMBO
HALL DANCING SCHOOL SATUR
GENTLEMEN 50c.
DAY NIGHT.
LADIES FREE.

Ihave rooinni

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

A pound sale will be held Saturday
mornins at 10 ociock when a dark
colored horse with white face and
white b'ft hind foot will be sold at the
city po'lUu.
THOMAS McMIU.IX.
City Marshal.
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